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ACCOMMODATIONS, DISCOUNTS, AND DISPLACEMENT:
THE VARIABILITY OF RIGHTS AS A NORM OF FEDERALISM(S)

I. Federalism(s)’ Conflicts and Challenges: Prisoners’ Voting, Violence
as Discrimination, Families as Sites of Inequality, and Incorporating
Migrants

I

n 2014, 1,015 prisoners complained to the European Court of Human Rights (ECtHR) that the United Kingdom had violated their
rights through automatic disenfranchisement, precluding them from
voting in elections1. In the winter of 2015, as it had in 2005 and several
times thereafter, the ECtHR held that the U.K. statutory ban was, « by reason of its blanket character, incompatible with Article 3 of Protocol No. 1 to
the Convention2 ». As that judgment reflected, during the last decade, the
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The prisoners were unable to vote in « one or more of the European Parliament elections
in June of 2009, the parliamentary election in May of 2010, and elections to the Scottish
Parliament, the Welsh Assembly, and the Northern Irish Assembly in May 2011 ». Case of
McHugh and Others v. United Kingdom, App. no. 51987/08 and 1,014 others, at para. 5,
app. (2015).
2

Case of McHugh and Others v. United Kingdom, App. No. 51987/08, at para. 10; see also
Greens and M.T. v. the United Kingdom, App. nos. 60041/08, 60054/08 (2010); McLean
and Cle v. the United Kingdom, App. nos. 12626/13, 2522/13 (2013); Firth and Others v.
the United Kingdom, App. nos. 47784/09, 47806/09 and nine others (2014). The original
decision of the Grand Chamber was Hirst v. United Kingdom, (no. 2) [GC], no. 74025/01,
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U.K. has repeatedly declined to alter its disenfranchisement statute despite
several ECtHR decisions that its rule deviated from its Convention obligations3. The U.K. rested its noncompliance on the grounds that it retained political and legal authority to decide who could participate in its elections.
The legal authority of subunits has also been central to debates about
gender equality. Illustrative are conflicts over federal decisions that national
equality norms govern violence against women and same-sex marriage. In
the U.S., one question contested for a decade was the power of the U.S.
Congress to enact the 1994 Violence Against Women Act (VAWA), announcing that gender-based violence undermined women’s equality and
seeking to change practices of police, prosecutors, and judges when dealing
with issues often characterized as « domestic4 ». Critics attacked one facet,
the statute’s « civil rights remedy », providing victims of violence with a
cause of action to seek damages in federal courts in addition to remedies
available in state courts5. In the 2000 decision of United States v. Morrison,
the U.S. Supreme Court held that Congress lacked the power to create that
remedy. The Court, by a five-to-four vote, rested its holding on an essentialist federalism account that the « Constitution requires a distinction between
what is truly national and what is truly local 6 ». Stipulating that violence
was not « economic in nature7 », the Court ruled out federal power under the
Commerce Clause and situated the matter as one of tort, crime, and the family, all of which it deemed « local » issues, governed by state law.
The question of relationships among states and between state and national power has also been in focus in conflicts about the regulation of mar-

ECHR 2005 IX. In 2016, the court granted a subsequent application without an award of
pecuniary damages, in Millbank and Others v. the United Kingdom, no. 4447314 (2016).
3

In 2013, a Joint Parliamentary Committee published a report; a majority recommended
legislation to « enfranchise those sentenced to 12 months or less and those in the 6 months
before they are scheduled to be released ». That bill was not introduced. See Responding to
Human Rights judgments: Report to the Joint Committee on Human Rights on the Government’s response to Human Rights judgments, 2014-16, p. 38 (presented to Parliament by
the Lord Chancellor and Secretary of State for Justice, Nov. 2016). In 2014, a bill had been
submitted for reading but no second reading occurred. See Bill No. 44, submitted July 6,
2015.
See
Convicted
Prisoners
Voting
Bill
2015-16,
Parliament.uk,
http://services.parliament.uk/bills/2015-16/convictedprisonersvoting.html. (last visited December 2016).
4

Violence Against Women Act of 1994, Pub. L. No. 103-322, 108 Stat. 1796 (codified as
amended in scattered sections of 8, 18 & 42 U.S.C.) (VAWA). VAWA, as amended
in 2013, modified the Indian Civil Rights Act of 1968, Pub. L. No. 90-284, 82. Stat. 77
(codified as amended at 25 U.S.C. § 1301 sq.), to provide tribal courts, if complying with
specified procedures, to have expanded and concurrent criminal jurisdiction over nonIndians committing acts of domestic violence against Indians on tribal reservations; see Violence Against Women Reauthorization Act of 2013, Pub. L. No. 113-4, § 904, 127 Stat.
54, 120-25.
5

See 42 U.S.C. § 13981 (1994).

6

United States v. Morrison, 529 U.S. 598, 617-18 (2000).

7

Ibid., p. 613 (« Gender-motivated crimes of violence are not, in any sense of the phrase,
economic activity »).
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riage in the United States. During the first decades of the twenty-first century, several state courts, including Massachusetts and California, concluded
that bans on gay marriage violated their constitutions. In contrast, Michigan,
Kentucky, Ohio, and Tennessee amended their laws to limit marriage – and
the issuance of state marriage licenses – only to « a union between one man
and one woman8 ». Although those states insisted that marriage was a matter
for local government, the U.S. Supreme Court ruled that the U.S. Constitution protects the right to marry and individuals’ « personal choice regarding
marriage9 ». In its 2015 Obergefell v. Hodges decision, a five-person majority insisted that variation was not permissible; federal due process and
equal protection guarantees invalidated prohibitions on same-sex marriage
because such rules undermined the « equal dignity in the eyes of the law »
of same-sex couples10.
Migration is another subject that has produced decades of disputes about
regulatory authority in the United States. Efforts to assert federal power can
be seen in two 2015 bills, « Enforce the Law for Sanctuary Cities Act » put
forth by members of the U.S. House of Representatives, and « Stop Sanctuary Policies and Protect Americans Act » proffered in the Senate11. Proponents want to prevent states and cities from providing employment, in-state
tuition for higher education, and identity documents for non-citizens in their
communities12. To do so, the bills propose to withhold federal law enforcement funds from states or localities that have « any law, policy, or procedure » limiting their officials from « gathering information regarding the citizenship or immigration status, lawful or unlawful, of any individual13 ».
In contrast to « sanctuary » localities, other states want to exclude migrants through civil and criminal laws policing movement, authorizing detention, and banning migrants without the requisite documents from renting
housing or doing business. In 2012, the U.S. Supreme Court asserted the exclusivity of national authority over the criminalization of migration when

8

Mich. Const. art. I, § 25; Ky. Const., § 233A; Ohio. Const., art. XV, § 11; Tenn. Const.,
art. XI, § 18.
9

Obergefell v. Hodges, 135 S. Ct. 2584, 2599 (2015).

10

Obergefell, 135 S. Ct. at 2608.

11

H.R. 3009, 114th Cong. (as passed by the House, July 23, 2015); S. 2146, 114 Cong.
(2015).
12

See P.A. MITNIK & J. HALPERN-FINNERTY, « Immigration and Local Governments: Inclusionary Local Policies in the Era of State Rescaling », in M. VARSANYI, Taking Local
Control: Immigration Policy Activism in U.S. Cities and States, Stanford, Stanford University Press, 2010, p. 56-62. The City of New Haven, for example, offers residents, regardless
of citizenship status, identification cards to welcome them as « active participants » in the
community. See City of New Haven Community Services, New Haven’s Elm City Resident
Cards—Fact
Sheet
(2003),
http://www.cityofnewhaven.com/pdf_whatsnew/municipalidfactsheet.pdf.
13

H.R. 3009, § 2; S. 2146, § 3. The Senate bill also seeks to increase the penalties for
reentry of persons removed (ibid., § 5) and to immunize local law enforcement and states
from liability for « the seizure or detention of an individual pursuant to » a federal immigration detainer. Ibid., § 4(b).
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holding (in another five-person majority decision) that Arizona could not
add crimes onto the federal immigration structure14.
The topic of migration illustrates not only disagreements among states
but also that the same states do not have static policies over time. In the
mid-1990s, California was a leader in formulating restrictive policies
(« Prop. 18715 »), limiting access for both authorized and unauthorized migrants to social benefits and employment. About twenty years later, in 2014,
California became the first state to permit migrants without documentation
to become members of its bar16. Other recent initiatives in California relate
to providing health care, driver’s licenses, and education; through such
measures, the state is providing a kind of state-citizenship for migrants who
lack national permission to enter or to remain in the United States17. In practical terms, California was predicted to issue 1.5 million licenses to such individuals18.
I provide these snapshots of conflicts over prisoner voting, the relationship of equality law to violence and to marriage, and migration to make
plain that no one level in a federation can be equated with a particular posture towards individual rights. Furthermore, proponents on all sides claim
that their rules – whether insistent on national norms or recognizing variation – respect the ideals of federalism, which are often linked to tenets of
democracy and of community. The examples thus put into sharp relief the
benefits provided or the price paid by the center, its subunits, or individuals
when rights are varied or when uniformity is required. Further, as the brief

14

See Arizona v. United States, 132 S. Ct. 2492 (2012); J. RESNIK, « Within its Jurisdiction: Moving Boundaries, People, and the Law of Migration », Proceedings of the American Philosophical Society, 160, 2016.
15

« Illegal Aliens: Ineligibility for Public Services, Verification and Reporting », Cal.
Proposition, 187, 1994, http://repository.uchastings.edu/ca_ballot_props/1104.
16

In re Garcia, 58 Cal. 4th 440, 447 (2014) was decided on January 2, 2014, one day after
the California legislation, authorizing admission, came into effect. See Cal. Bus. & Prof.
Code § 6064 (b) (West). The California Supreme Court held that the statute met the restrictions that Congress had imposed on undocumented immigrants obtaining professional
licenses. See 8 U.S.C. § 1621 (d), which permits states to provide benefits for which an alien would « otherwise be ineligible under [8 U.S.C. § 1621(a) (2012)] » only if done
« through the enactment of a State law after August 22, 1996, which affirmatively provides
for such eligibility ». The Florida Supreme Court declined to admit an undocumented immigrant in light of the lack of a legislative provision akin to that in California. See Florida
Bd. of Bar Examiners re Question as to Whether Undocumented Immigrants are Eligible
for Admission to The Florida Bar, 134 So. 3d 432 (Fla. 2014).
See S. KARTHICK RAMAKRISHNAN & A. COLBERN, « The “California Package” of Immigration Integration and the Evolving Nature of State Citizenship », Policy Matters, 6-3,
2015.
17

18

J. MEDINA, « All Immigrants Welcome at the California D.M.V. », N.Y. Times, Aug. 9,
2015, p. A12, A14 (« [O]f the 883,000 total licenses issued from January to the end of July
[2015], 443,000 were granted to undocumented immigrants »); ibid., p. A12. Other states
have parallel policies. In 2015, Connecticut would have received 54,000 applications for licenses; and Maryland, which began in 2014 issuing driver licenses to undocumented migrants had, as of the summer of 2015, issued 60,000. Ibid., p. A12, A14.
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descriptions also make plain, judges are but one set of actors in complex,
multi-iterative interactions, shaping and responding to conflicts over rights
in federations.
Sketching these disagreements introduces this essay’s claims. First, the
consequences of federalism’s toleration and celebration of differences
through the endowment of authority to various political sectors (be they
states, provinces, Länder, cities, indigenous nations, or linguistic or other
minorities) is liberal in the sense that, through building into its structure
multiple internal legal regimes, federalism enables participatory opportunities that create plural sources of law, enabling layered political identities of
its citizens, comparative inquiries into legal rights, and differing responses19. But neither the structure of federalism nor any particular level of a federation intrinsically produces liberal commitments or precludes illiberal
practices20. National and subunits generate distinctive policies that cross the
political gamut and which can endure – absent social and political efforts
garnering sufficient power to undo them.
Second, federations are bound together through legal affiliations that reflect multi-level governance. The plural legal sources within a federation
generate conflict. Power is regularly contested in federations. The authorization of many points of law production through layered and redundant legislative, executive, and judicial systems enable norm entrepreneurs to shop
systems in efforts to persuade similarly-situated actors (such as executive
officials, judges, and legislators from different levels) about the wisdom or
the legality of particular points of view – for or against, for example, universal voting rights, violence-against-women as discrimination, same-sex marriage, and openness towards migrants. Because concurrency is permissible,
disagreements can readily emerge about particular rights. Instead of aspiring
to « the tranquility of the state » (to borrow from Thomas Aquinas21), federalism entails discord, as an ongoing feature and as a positive attribute of
governance.
The resulting « complex concurrency » can, as Robert Cover explained
long ago, provide confirmation of the strength of legal commitments, if dis-

19

See J. RESNIK, « Comparative (In)Equalities: CEDAW, the Jurisdiction of Gender, and
the Heterogeneity of Transnational Law Production », Int’l J. Const. Law, 10-2, 2012; cf.
J. NEDELSKY, « Communities of Judgment and Human Rights », Theor. Inq. L., 1-2, 2000.
20

To assert that federalism begets liberal principles, outcomes, or institutions or is, per se,
democracy-enhancing requires not only definitions of liberalism and democracy but also
accounts of the causal relationships claimed. See, e.g., D. WEINSTOCK, « Towards a Normative Theory of Federalism », Int’l Soc. Sci. J., 53-167, 2001. The theoretical arguments
about the kinds of social orders that federalism generates are often rebutted through references to various political regimes that are federal and neither liberal nor democratic. As
William Riker put the point in the 1960s, to assume that guarantees of « provincial autonomy » was « a device to guarantee freedom » was an « ideological fallacy » making it « objectively false that federalism preserves freedom ». See W.H. RIKER, Federalism: Origin,
Operation, Significance, Boston, Little, Brown, 1964, p. 14-15.
21

See N. ARONEY, « Subsidiarity, Federalism and the Best Constitution: Thomas Aquinas
on City, Province and Empire », Law & Phil., 26-2, 2007, p. 172.
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tinct political units produce the same outcomes22. The persistence of disuniformity, in turn, marks the depth of disagreement about what the norms
should be. Such conflicts have an expressive function, through which subunits and the larger entity mark their own identities. Illustrative is conflict
over same-sex marriage in the United States. Writing for the Court, Justice
Kennedy stated, the « nature of injustice is that we may not always see it in
our own times23 ». But the case arose because of conflicts among the « we »
about what constitutes injustice. And the resolutions – whether longstanding
or temporary – come from being part of a legal federalist « we » that continually provides a platform on which to contest what is constitutive of that
« we ».
Which issues become the vortex for identity are not preordained in
founding documents allocating competencies. Thirty years ago, one would
not have assumed that the U.K. would insist that a blanket ban on prisoners’
voting was central to its identity, that Michigan would be at the forefront of
anti-gay (as well as anti-affirmative action 24 ) efforts, or that California
would become a leader in the incorporation of migrants who lack status
documentation.
Third, federalism analyses are often framed as if the various parts were
fixed. Commentators regularly assume that the relevant participants are solo-acting subunits and that constitutional texts determine competences.
Those presumptions stem from the history of federations (either « coming
together » or « holding together » the subunits), as well as from constitutions, conventions, treaties, statutes, judicially-crafted doctrines, and commentary, which seem to offer fixed answers by enumerating powers or
providing residual clauses specifying particular rights and assigning competencies over certain subject matters. Doing so entails reliance on essentializing rights, roles, and jurisdictional allocations and then positing that power
over a given domain (such as « the family », « immigration », « equality »)
or a kind of right (such as voting or marriage) belongs either to subunits or
to the center, that a few arenas are concurrent, and that the relevant jurisdictional entities act unilaterally25.
But, at both a descriptive and a normative level, this structure is askew.
The import of the rights set forth in constitutions and conventions change,

22

R.M. COVER, « The Uses of Jurisdictional Redundancy: Interest, Ideology, and Innovation », Wm. & Mary L. Rev., 22, 1981.
23

Obergefell, 135 S.Ct. at 2589.

24

See Schuette v. Coalition to Defend Affirmative Action, Integration & Immigrant Rights
& Fight for Equal By Any Means Necessary (BAMN), 134 S. Ct. 1623 (2014); Gratz v.
Bollinger, 539 U.S. 244 (2003).
25

For example, Riker offered lists of arenas of authority he catalogued as belonging to
either the state or federal government in the United States, and calibrated the « degree of
centralization » through analysis of those « nineteen categories of action » (W.H. RIKER,
Federalism: Origin, Operation, Significance, op. cit., p. 81-83; see also R.L. WATTS,
Comparing Federal Systems, Montréal, McGill-Queen’s University Press, 1999, p. 125130).
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and the identities of both the subunits and the federated government are
likewise dynamic. Conflicts about rules on voting, equality’s relevance to
violence and to marriage, and about migration in Europe and the United
States reflect the interaction between rights and political identity. Each issue
was once – and remains – a matter committed to local governance, and each
becomes freighted as new rights-holders appeal to the larger unit by reframing a behavior as one for which central protection is required by foundational commitments.
Those exchanges are not only dynamic within federations but also
shaped by a host of world events, including shifting interactions with other
governments, federated or not. Thus, to conceptualize states, cities, and other subunits as « lone rangers », in indigenous acts of self-rule, is to miss that
their lawmaking, even when asserted to be constitutive of identity, is embedded in, as well as fueled and often funded by, translocal and transnational social movements. Authority does not move in only one direction but
back and forth as well as diagonally. Law and political rights migrate, and
federations in particular permit multiple sources of entry.
Thus, unit-centered federalism needs to be informed by focusing on the
porousness of geographical boundaries and on legal-political configurations
that do not map onto territorial borders26. Dozens of translocal or transnational organizations of government actors are « private » organizations of
« public » actors – serving as norm entrepreneurs that alter the inputs of
« local » and « national » policies. I have offered the acronym TOGAs27 –
transnational organizations of government actors – to denote diverse groups
of trans-municipal, trans-regional, trans-county, trans-state organizations
formed by officials or entities at a particular level of government (city
mayors, for example) or organized by responsibilities (for example, sanitation, policing, courts, government buildings, prisons, utilities, the environment).
The abbreviation NGO for nongovernmental organizations reflects that
NGOs are comprised of individuals or entities working in concert to influence governments from the outside. In contrast, TOGAs are sometimes organized by governments and constituted by law, as exemplified by the

26

My commentary parallels discussions in the international arena, in which some identify
new orders emerging and others see disorder as the new norm. Compare S. CASSESE, When
Legal Orders Collide: The Role of Courts, Sevilla, Global Law Press, 2010, and
G. SHAFFER, « Transnational Legal Process and State Change », Law and Soc. Inquiry, 372, 2012, with N. WALKER, « Beyond Boundary Disputes and Basic Grids: Mapping the
Global Disorder of Normative Orders », Int’l J. Const. L., 6-3/4, 2008; see also S. SASSEN,
Territory, Authority, Rights: From Medieval to Global Assemblages, Princeton, Princeton
University Press, 2006.
27

See J. RESNIK, J. CIVIN & J. FRUEH, « Ratifying Kyoto at the Local Level: Sovereigntism, Federalism, and Translocal Organizations of Government Actors (TOGAs) », Ariz. L.
Rev., 50, 2008. We picked this acronym because that Roman garb was a mark of citizenship. See C. VOUT, « The Myth of the Toga: Understanding the History of Roman Dress »,
Greece & Rome, 43, 1996.
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Committee of the Regions in Europe28. More often, they are private organizations drawing their authority and democratic legitimacy from the fact that
their members are themselves employed by governments. TOGAs lay claim
to technical expertise through the positions that their members hold. TOGAs
aggregate their members’ political capital for diverse reasons, such as seeking to expand markets, to teach skills and exchange information, to buffer
against intervention from other levels of government, or to get funds from
other sectors.
Agreements across subunits within a given federation (horizontal federalism) have become increasingly commonplace, along with translocaltransnational accords in which subunits of more than one federation coventure with each other across national boundaries. Instead of lawmaking
authority that is « truly local » or « truly national » (to borrow again terms
from U.S. case law29), norms travel horizontally, vertically, diagonally, and
diffuse irregularly, with subunits and their officials often functioning as coventurers rather than as solo actors.
Stereotyping groups is a mistake, for subunits and the national unit do
not always line up neatly on one or another side of particular federalism
fights. For example, in the United States, amici briefs may be filed by
groups of states, on opposite sides of positions before the U.S. Supreme
Court and disagreeing about what rule of law would be respectful of their
interests. Likewise, NGOs and Contracting Parties put forth views to the
ECtHR and may also diverge. And, just as subunits of national governments’
« interests » are not fixed, neither do the agendas of TOGAs consistently reflect a particular political valence. For example, the U.S.-based National
League of Cities gave its name to a case decided by the U.S. Supreme Court
that imposed a limit on federal regulation of state employees’ wages and
hours30, which is a position typically read as « conservative ». More recently, the National League of Cities has supported a host of resolutions read as
« liberal », including calling for progressive efforts on climate change and
support for immigration reform that enabled undocumented immigrants to
obtain legal status and that sought to buffer local personnel from being conscripted to participate in surveillance of migrants31.

28

Recognition does not necessarily result in stature. See A. CYGAN, « The Regions within
Multi-Level Governance: Enhanced Opportunities for Improved Accountability? », Maastricht J. of European and Comparative Law, 21, 2014; J. HUNT, « Devolution and differentiation: regional variation in EU law », Legal Studies, 30, 2010.
29

United States v. Morrison, 529 U.S. 598, 618 (2000).

30

See National League of Cities v. Usery, 426 U.S. 833 (1976); the Court reversed and
abandoned the test in Garcia v. San Antonio Metropolitan Transit Authority, 469 U.S. 528
(1985).
31

See 2015 National League of Cities National Municipal Policy and Resolutions, National
League
of
Cities,
23-24,
112-13,
http://www.nlc.org/Documents/Influence%20Federal%20Policy/NMP/2015%20National%
20Municipal%20Policy%20Book%20-%20Final.pdf.
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Rather than conceptualizing the various shifts in power as « competence
creep32 », over-endowing one set of actors, competencies should always be
understood as in motion – and in more than one direction, as the import of
rights and the functions of government change. Once the multiplicity of intersecting and layered units is included in federalism(s)’s narratives, reappraisal is required of standard virtues claimed for federalism – autonomy,
diversity, voice, and exit. Participation is made complex when policies are
made trans-locally. If replicated from subunit to subunit, exit options are reduced33. Shopping for law is also constrained, as subunits mimic or adopt
each others’ practices. Indeed, aspirations for diverse approaches may themselves be reduced. For example, the current « tagline » of the U.S. Uniform
Law Commission, a body composed of expert representatives from every
state, explains that the group’s goal is « diversity of thought, uniformity of
law34 ». This slogan is in tension with accounts of federalism presuming that
states are focused on competition and diversity.
I have outlined three facets of federalism(s): liberalism of structures
generating plural legal regimes; the regular generation of conflict over laws;
and a diversity of entities defying a neat mapping of the ebbs and flows of
power on vertical and horizontal grids. A fourth facet is the need for mechanisms to resolve conflicts. When doing so, the plural legal regimes such as
the United States and Europe (whether termed a « federation » or not) have
to respond to central and ongoing challenges: when to press for uniformity
and to insist on particular obligations unmodified, how to generate shared
commitments, and when to respect and to support differences. Deciding
when and how to do so is made complex because subunits and TOGAs
themselves regularly disagree about what serves their, and the larger, interests.
A fifth facet of federalism(s) thus comes into view: the need for institutions and practices to mediate such conflicts in a manner perceived to be legitimate by the various stakeholders. Given commitments to subunit participation in the creation of the larger norms, to norm autonomy, and yet to
some norms so foundational that deviation is not permitted, resolutions are
needed either because individuals and entities cannot simultaneously comply with differing regimes or because the variation is seen as too far afield
from the identity entailed in membership in the larger or smaller political
unit.

S. WEATHERILL, « Finding a Role for the Regions in Checking the EU’s Competence »,
in S. WEATHERILL & U. BERNITZ (dir.), The Role of Regions and Sub-National Actors in
Europe, Oxford/Portland, Hart Publishing, 2005, p. 133.
32

33

Longstanding critiques of those accounts point out that jurisdictions have a variety of
policies that make a decision to exit over a particular disagreement more complex. The exit
option is also freighted by the difficulties of shopping, as well as the costs of relocation, not
only for those with limited resources but also because lives and businesses are a bundle of
connections, embedded in communities. See J.T. LEVY, « Federalism, Liberalism, and the
Separation of Loyalties », American Political Science Rev., 101, 2007.
Uniform Law Commission: The Nat’l Conference of Commissioners on Uniform State
Laws, http://www.uniformlaws.org (last visited Oct. 13, 2015).
34
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To be successful, mediating doctrines and institutions need methods to
support compromise or to facilitate structured disagreement. The U.S. Uniform Law Commission, mentioned above, is one example, aiming to reduce
differences through each state’s enactment of identical laws, built from a
model law on a particular topic. The Commission is what I term stateregarding or state-protective because it puts each state to the task of individually affiliating with each of the Commission’s model laws. Doing so
aims – as the name suggests – at developing state-based uniformity, explained as desirable in a federation because it simplifies law and thus facilitates both economic and interpersonal activities across state lines. Parallels,
albeit with different methods of bridging subunit interactions, can be found
in the European Commission for Democracy through Law (known as the
Venice Commission) and the 2015 creation of the Superior Courts Network,
seeking to expand exchanges between the highest national courts and the
ECtHR.
Dozens of such institutions exist; the focus in the remaining parts of this
essay is on how courts have developed mediating methods. The two techniques to respond to federalism(s)’ conflicts in focus here are efforts to essentialize competences over specific subject matters and federalism discounts licensing deviations from legal obligations. A word of introduction
about each is in order. The essentialist approach assumes the stability of the
political units that comprise a federation and links subject matters to the authority of either the subunits or the larger entity. Discounts permit underenforcement of central norms in deference to a subunit’s authority. To provide examples of essentialist premises, I analyze changing definitions of and
views on authority over foreign affairs, domestic affairs, migration, and the
relationship of equality to violence targeted at women and to marriage rules.
To illustrate federalism discounts, I draw on U.S. rules that license systematic under-enforcement of criminal defendants’ federal constitutional rights
and the European doctrine of the « margin of appreciation »; under both approaches, the subunit community identity or the right asserted is given less
than the full value. My elaboration of these two practices across just two
federalist entities aims to invite reflection on whether other federations have
parallel doctrines aiming to accommodate differences.
Domains of authority are not natural artifacts but political decisions, renegotiated as conflicts emerge about the import of rights in relationships to
the political identities of the governments involved. Therefore, I am a skeptic of the idea of an enduring principled nationalism or localism that provides guidance without a focus on specific discussions of particular rights
and on the conflicts about rights generating disagreement. I argue that successful mediating doctrines require acknowledgment of the choices and the
trade-offs made through self-consciously specifying the status of rulings as
temporizing measures. And thus, I am a critic of jurisdictional essentialism
because it cloaks the choices that judges make about federalism by asserting
a naturalized complacency about jurisdictional competencies. What is needed instead is a disciplined examination of how definitions of subject-matter
competencies change and why authority ought to reside over a specific issue
at a particular time at one level of government or another, or ought to be
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shared. The resulting state of flux is a virtue (rather than a pathology) of
federalism.
In contrast, federalism discounts have the potential to be generative
when mediating conflicts and in making rights material for individuals.
Deciding when to deploy discounts puts judges to the work of explaining
the import, scope, and power of rights, so as to decide the degree to which
deviations are permissible and why35. But not all federalism discounts have
such tailoring, as is illustrated below by current U.S. law on post-conviction
remedies, which gives a blanket discount to state courts’ arguably wrong
decisions, if those rulings are not « unreasonable » misapplications of
federal constitutional law.
Successful federalism discounts imagine – and count on – a future in
which either the decision to discount norm implementation produces gradual
realizations of shared commitments to particular forms of rights or the
content of those rights is reduced36. Discounts are guesses, seeking both to
protect subunits and the central authority. The burdens imposed by permitting variations in rights cannot be fully assessed at the time that decisions
are made to accord them. In retrospect, a particular discount could be seen
as appreciating subunits’ roles in community formation and law implementation, as an innovative moment of fuzzing rights, or as the beginning of a
redefinition or deterioration of certain norms, formally posited to be central37. Assessing the impact of federalism discounts is itself complex, for it
requires not only the short-term conflict between a single subunit and the
center but also a wider lens, scanning an array of actors. For example, to
look at the conflict between the U.K. and the ECtHR on prisoner voting
rights as a power struggle between the two entities is to miss the contributions made by the judicial insistence of prisoners as citizen-voters to the
transnational reevaluation of the treatment of prisoners now underway.
To argue the utility of federalism discounts is neither to underestimate
the difficulty in deciding when to use them nor to endorse all the forms that
they take. Even when courts seek to render decisions that are state-regarding
or state-protective, the many voices within and across subunits, advocating
opposing points of view, can complicate the task of deciding what responses
are enabling of subunits. Moreover, because federalism discounts are often
proffered in the name of recognizing the autonomy of a subunit and its

35

Criticisms of inconsistent deployment often follow. See, e.g., F.J. MENA PARRAS, From
Strasbourg to Luxembourg? Transposing the margin of appreciation concept into EU Law,
Centre Perelman de Philosophie du Droit, Working Paper, no. 2015/7,
http://www.philodroit.be/IMG/pdf/fm_transposing_the_margin_of_appreciation_concept_i
nto_eu_law_-_2015-7.pdf?lang=en.
36

See D. RENNERT, World Building: A « Constructivist » Theory of the Margin of Appreciation (2015) (unpublished manuscript) (on file with author).
37

The result can resemble what Reva Siegel has termed « preservation-throughtransformation ». See R. SIEGEL, « Why Equal Protection No Longer Protects: The Evolving Forms of Status-Enforcing State Action », Stanford L. Rev., 49, 1997, p. 1113.
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commitments to particular views, the cacophony of positions internal to
even one subunit raises questions about whether such deference is due.
Federalism discounts should therefore be understood as way-stations.
When discounts are given – in that either the subunit has to conform to its
opponents’ understanding of a right, or the rights-seeker gets protection of
that right – costs are imposed. Courts ought to acknowledge these costs by
stating the contingent status of such discounts, fashioned as temporizing accommodations that leave open the possibility of revisiting assessments of
the rights in contest and the subunit’s commitments to them. If sanctioning
gaps between norms and subunit activities, federalism discounts should both
specify that the lines drawn in the moment are subject to reconsideration
and explore how (if permitting less protection rather than more) to cushion
the impact on individuals losing their rights claims. As the back-and-forths
on prisoner voting make plain, doing so is also self-protective, in that what
seems to have been settled – even through constitutional adjudication – can
be reconfigured38.
II. De-naturalizing Authority: The Ephemera of Competencies
It is commonplace in layered legal regimes to assign tasks by the nature
of the government actors (courts, legislatures, the executive, administrative
agencies of the larger and smaller units) and by certain subject matters,
sometimes permitting concurrency and other times seeming to wall off joint
governance. Yet, which arenas reside at what level, what issues fall within
the designations, and whether all subunits have the same authority vary
across the set of federations and over time. Explaining more about the use of
essentialism is necessary because categories are of course regularly deployed
in law. But the act of categorizing needs to be brought into focus, for the import of categories change as political and social movements reframe rights and
the activities of governments. The details below are in service of demonstrating that judges, rather than federalism (as if it had fixed authority), regularly
resolve conflicts by deciding what activities fall within the control of which
level of government and why.
The examples discussed here come from the categories of « foreign affairs », « migration », « domestic affairs », and « family law » – all placed
in quotes to remind readers that what these terms denote is neither a fixed

38

In addition to my discussion of the shifting approach to prisoner voting in the ECtHR,
several examples of revising the frames of constitutional rules come from the United States.
See R. POST & R. SIEGEL, « Roe Rage: Democratic Constitutionalism and Backlash »,
Harv. C.R.-C.L.L. Rev., 42, 2007; J. RESNIK, « The Production and Reproduction of Constitutional Norms », N.Y.U. Rev. L. & Soc. Change, 35, 2011. Thus, I demur from the view
that constitutionalization itself stops politics. Under certain circumstances, it becomes a rallying point for political action. Cf. D. GRIMM, « The Democratic Costs of Constitutionalisation: The European Case », Eur. L. J., 21-4, 2015. Further, it may also provide a prompt to
rethink the political configurations of a polity. See J. HABERMAS, « Democracy in Europe:
Why the Development of the EU into a Transnational Democracy is Necessary and How it
is Possible », Eur. L. J., 21-4, 2015.
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subject matter nor an uninterrupted relationship with a particular level of
governance in a federation. Moreover, which rules are state-regarding or
state-protective may vary not only from the perspective of the larger entity
and its subunits, but also among subunits and over time. At least four kinds
of essentialisms, each making claims about the necessity and the dominion
of law sourced at a particular level, are at work. Below, I show their pitfalls.
A first essentialist claim is about subject-matter exclusivity. For example, in the United States, foreign affairs and migration powers are posited as
paradigmatic examples of functions of the national government 39 , just as
family life is assumed to be the domain of states. Yet, as I sketched in the
opening examples, subject matter authority overlaps and flows back and
forth. States actively make migration policies, albeit in opposite directions.
During the last decade, Arizona added criminal penalties for migrants atop
those of the national government, while California identified ways to regularize the status of migrants who go unrecognized by federal law. In a parallel fashion, the states of Michigan, Kentucky, Ohio, and Tennessee asserted
their claim to exclude same-sex couples as part of their inherent authority
over family life, and it was the national government that located rights to
marriage in federal constitutional guarantees. But to describe the evolution
of rules at the federal level – be it the five decades of criminalization of migration, the liberalization through legalization and deferred deportation in
the 1980s and in 2013-2014, or the recent recognition of same-sex marriage
rights – one has to look at state law, as so much of federal law is built from
and incorporates aspects of various state rules40.
A second kind of essentialism stipulates « state interests », as if the positions serving those interests are singular and exist outside of the conflicts
about them. The records in federalism cases in the United States are replete
with examples of states taking opposite sides. Illustrative of conflicting arguments about what advances state interests are filings in the 2012 Supreme
Court immigration decision, Arizona v. United States, about the lawfulness

39

See Arizona v. United States, 132 S. Ct. 2492 (2012). Historically, states played a major
role though regulations often denominated « labor » or « health » rather than « immigration ». See G.L. NEUMAN, « The Lost Century of American Immigration Law (17761875) », Colum. L. Rev., 93, 1993. Whether states should continue to do so is debated.
Compare C.M. RODRÍGUEZ, « The Significance of the Local in Immigration Regulation »,
Mich. L. Rev., 106, 2008, with M.J. WISHNIE, « Laboratories of Bigotry? Devolution of the
Immigration Power, Equal Protection, and Federalism », N.Y.U. L. Rev., 76, 2001. Further,
contemporary immigration law has incorporated many provisions that began as state laws,
some of which were held preempted through an interpretation of federal law as preclusive
of state laws. See J. RESNIK, « Bordering by Law: The Migration of Laws, Crimes, Sovereigny, and the Mail », in J. KNIGHT, Nomos LVI: Immigration, Emigration, and Migration,
New York, New York University Press, 2017.
40

California, for example, recognized interracial marriage before the U.S. Supreme Court
did. See Perez v. Lippold, 32 Cal. 2d 711, 731-32 (1948). National immigration policies
have, during the second half of the twentieth century, regularly borrowed from state law.
Some legislators, other state office holders, or subdivisions split off, filing on opposite sides
from the state in which they work.
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of Arizona’s imposition of criminal sanctions on unauthorized migrants41.
Michigan, joined by fifteen other states, argued that states had an interest in
« ensuring that their sovereignty [was] accorded proper respect42 ». Categorizing the question of migration control as within the « police powers of a
state », these sixteen states insisted that a « state’s own sovereign authority » entailed the power to « arrest people for committing federal crimes, including violations of federal immigration laws43 ».

41

Joining Arizona, which argued that federal law did not preclude its more punitive approach to migrants, were sixteen states – Michigan, Alabama, Florida, Georgia, Idaho, Indiana, Kansas, Louisiana, Nebraska, Oklahoma, Pennsylvania, South Carolina, South Dakota, Virginia, West Virginia, and Wyoming – in an amicus filing in which Michigan took
the lead. See Brief of Amici Curiae State of Michigan and Fifteen Other States in Support
of the Petitioners, Arizona v. United States, 132 S. Ct. 2492 (2012) (No. 11-182), 2012 WL
523350.
Legislators for Legal Immigration, a « nationwide coalition of state legislators », also submitted a brief which was joined by twenty-nine individual state legislators from twenty
states, including Alabama, Arizona, Arkansas, Colorado, Georgia, Indiana, Maryland,
Michigan, Mississippi, Montana, Nebraska, New Hampshire, New Jersey, North Carolina,
Ohio, Oklahoma, Pennsylvania, Rhode Island, Washington, and West Virginia. See Brief of
Amici Curiae State Legislatures for Legal Immigration and Individual State Legislators in
Support of Petitioners at 1 n.2, Arizona v. United States, 132 S. Ct. 2492 (2012) (No. 11182), 2012 WL 523354, at *1 n.2.
Coming in on behalf of the United States, which claimed federal exclusivity over criminal
prosecution, were eleven states – New York, California, Connecticut, Hawaii, Illinois, Iowa, Maryland, Massachusetts, Oregon, Rhode Island, and Vermont – with New York in the
lead. See Brief for the States of New York et al., Arizona v. United States, 132 S. Ct. 2492
(2012) (No. 11-182), 2012 WL 1054493.
In addition, a mix of TOGAs and localities filed another amicus brief on behalf of the federal government. See Brief of Amici Curiae Cities, Counties, The United States Conference
of Mayors, and the National League of Cities in Support of Respondent, Arizona v. United
States, 132 S. Ct. 2492 (2012) (No. 11-182). Signatories included: The United States Conference of Mayors, the National League of Cities, The County of Santa Clara, California;
The City of Austin, Texas; The City of Baltimore, Maryland; The City of Beaverton, Oregon; The City of Berkeley, California; The City of Boston, Massachusetts; The City of
Bridgeport, Connecticut; The Town of Carrboro, North Carolina; The Town of Chapel Hill,
North Carolina; The City of Charleston, South Carolina; The City of Cincinnati, Ohio; The
City of Columbia, South Carolina; The County of Dallas, Texas; The District of Columbia;
The City of Durham, North Carolina; The City of Flagstaff, Arizona; The City of Gainesville, Florida; The City of Hallandale Beach, Florida; The City of Laredo, Texas; The City
of Los Angeles, California; The City of Madison, Wisconsin; The City of Miami Beach,
Florida; The City of Minneapolis, Minnesota; The County of Monterey, California; The
County of Multnomah, Oregon; The National League of Cities; The City of New Haven,
Connecticut; The City of New York, New York; The City of Oakland, California; The City
of Omaha, Nebraska; The City of Palo Alto, California; The Mayor of the City of Phoenix,
Arizona; The City of Portland, Oregon; The City of Providence, Rhode Island; The City of
Saint Paul, Minnesota; Salt Lake City, Utah; The City and County of San Francisco, California; The City of San Jose, California; The City of San Leandro, California; The City of
San Luis, Arizona; The County of San Mateo, California; The City of Seattle, Washington;
The City of Tualatin, Oregon; and The City of Tucson, Arizona.
42

See Brief of Amici Curiae State of Michigan and Fifteen Other States in Support of the
Petitioners at 1, Arizona v. United States, 132 S. Ct. 2492 (2012) (No. 11-182), 2012 WL
523350, at *1.
43

See ibid. (« Arizona has by statute mandated that its law enforcement officials communicate with and assist the federal government in enforcing immigration law to the full extent
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New York, leading ten other states, took the opposite view, filing in favor of federal preemption (a stance that the states did not take « lightly »)
and likewise rested their arguments on sovereignty grounds. These eleven
states reminded the Court that they too had « undocumented immigrant
populations within their borders, and they have adopted diverse measures to
address the impacts of that population, in a manner reflecting individual
state priorities and resources44 ». While wanting « to preserve their authority
to enact and enforce » their laws, « even as applied to immigrants », federal
preemption was appropriate because if Arizona’s « distinct state policy on
removal » were permitted to stand, it would impose negative externalities
(in the language of the brief, « would place disproportionate demands on
federal resources and have other interstate effects45 »).
In short, both sets of states argued that state interests were served, albeit
by the opposite outcomes – one permitting states to layer state crimes on
federal prosecutorial authority and the other opposing Arizona’s policy because it conflicted with the « unified, national removal policy46 ». And, of
course, the disagreements about what rules served « state interests » were
part of political conflicts about the treatment of migrants. As a consequence,
when judges want to resolve this kind of dispute based on state-protective
rationales, judges have to choose among competing versions of what federalism requires.
A third aspect of essentialism relies on a parallel naturalism about « national interests », again as if they were fixed. But « the national » is likewise
forged through interactions over time and in exchanges with a multitude of
actors. When the Supreme Court in 2012 in Arizona v. United States held
that national rules about the criminalization of migration precluded state deviations, it chose to foreground the supremacy of federal law as it stressed
the exclusive authority of the federal Executive to enforce or decline to
prosecute particular immigration violations.
Yet an alternative account of what « the national » required was available – that Arizona’s aggressive treatment of migrants violated American
commitments to liberty and equality. The basis for such arguments comes
from the 1941 decision in Hines v. Davidovitz, rejecting a Pennsylvania
statute requiring persons designated « aliens » to register and display their

Congress prescribed. It is a puzzling view of federal preemption, to say the least, which
would nullify a state law seeking to achieve the tasks that federal law itself asks states to
perform ».)
44

See Brief for the States of New York e. a. at 1, Arizona v. United States, 132 S. Ct. 2492
(2012) (No. 11-182), 2012 WL 1054493, at*1.
45

See Brief for the States of New York e. a. at 1-2, Arizona v. United States, 132 S. Ct.
2492 (2012) (No. 11-182), 2012 WL 1054493, at *1-2. Further, while the groups likely had
« differing views about precisely what removal priorities and enforcement practices would
be optimal », the eleven states all agreed that « Congress and the Executive Branch are the
appropriate bodies for determining these national policies » (ibid., p. 2).
46

See Brief for the States of New York e. a. at 2, Arizona v. United States, 132 S. Ct. 2492
(2012) (No. 11-182), 2012 WL 1054493, at *2. The brief was also clear that it sought a
« narrow » preemption holding. Ibid.
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papers on request47. As in Arizona v. United States, the Court concluded that
federal law preempted the state initiative. But as World War II was raging,
the Court foregrounded American commitment to liberty.
Justice Black wrote for the Court that « [o]pposition to laws permitting
invasion of the personal liberties of law-abiding individuals, or singling out
aliens as particularly dangerous and undesirable groups, is deep-seated in
this country48 ». Requiring aliens to register and to display identity cards
was « at war with the fundamental principles of our free government, in that
they would bring about unnecessary and irritating restrictions upon personal
liberties of the individual, and would subject aliens to a system of indiscriminate questioning similar to the espionage systems existing in other
lands49 ». In Hines, the Court also located its anti-harassment rule in American hospitality towards foreigners which, through « reciprocal promises and
guarantees for our citizens while in other lands » also provided protection50.
American identity was embedded in affiliation with « treaties and international practices … aimed at preventing injurious discriminations against aliens », especially those who were « perfectly law-abiding » and who had
met « rigid requirements as to health, education, integrity, character, and
adaptability to our institutions51 ».
Those aspirations were heartening, but no essentialist meaning exists of
« the national », any more than it does of « the local ». The equation of U.S.
identity with liberty and respect for outsiders soon gave way. As is likely
familiar, in 1945, Justice Black wrote the opinion in Korematsu v. United
States52, in which the Court infamously upheld a military order, addressing
« all persons of Japanese ancestry, both alien and non-alien, from the Pacific
Coast53 » and making criminal the refusal to report to an internment camp54.
What the 1941 Hines decision and the 1945 Korematsu case illustrate are
competing constructions of « the national ». The 2012 Arizona decision thus
reflects a choice made by the Supreme Court when ruling the state’s additional criminal penalties impermissible. Rather than focus on their breach of

47

Hines v. Davidowitz, 312 U.S. 52, 70 (1941).

48

Justice Black cited the « violent » reaction against the Alien Acts of 1798 in early American history and the concerns about discrimination against the Chinese in the late nineteenth
century. Ibid., p. 70-71.
49

Ibid., p. 71.

50

Ibid., p. 65.

51

Ibid., p. 65-69.

52

323 U.S. 215 (1944).

53

This passage comes from Justice Murphy’s dissent. Ibid., p. 233 (J. Murphy, dissenting).

Ibid. Fred Korematsu’s « offense » was (as Justice Jackson explained in dissent) « being
present in the state where of he is a citizen, near the place where he was born, and where all
his life he has lived » (ibid., p. 243) (J. Jackson, dissenting). Justice Roberts described the
requirement as « imprisonment in a concentration camp, based on his ancestry … without
evidence or inquiry concerning his loyalty and good disposition toward the United States ».
(ibid., p. 226) (J. Roberts, dissenting). Justice Black disputed the « concentration camp »
characterization; he objected to the « ugly connotations that term implies » (ibid., p. 223).
54
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American commitments to liberty and equality or international agreements
about how to treat foreigners, the Court identified the violation as an impermissible intrusion on federal authority. Because Congress had provided
« a full set of standards55 », it had left « no room for States to regulate56 ».
In 2012, « the national » meant unified power, not an insistence on nonharassment and personal liberty.
In addition to subject matter, local, and national essentialism, a fourth
kind of essentialist claim is the presumption of the naturalness of federal or
of state exclusivity, as if certain kinds of activities were intrinsically only to
be left to a particular level and as if such an either/or allocation was a logical entailment of federated forms and sustainable in fact. A brief comparative foray undermines that naturalism, as rules vary on which level of government has what authority and in practice, overlap is commonplace.
One example is migration, deemed as the discussion of the Arizona litigation illustrated, to be an exclusive national power in the United States. In
contrast, Canadian provinces have some powers over immigration57, and the
constitutions of many Swiss cantons have provisions « aimed at cooperation
… with foreign regions, with foreign states, and even with international organisations58 ». Swiss municipalities control the naturalization of citizens,
and the function includes not only the implementation of federal norms but
also the capacity to make legal judgments about the propriety of individual
applicants for citizenship59. German Länder have some direct relationships
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Arizona v. United States, 132 U.S. at 2502.

56

Ibid., p. 2501.

57

The first Canadian constitution, from 1867, provided for concurrent jurisdiction. Constitution Act, 1867, 30 & 31 Vict., c 3 (U.K.) reprinted in R.S.C. 1985, app. II, no. 5 (Can.).
Over time, each province has entered into multiple agreements with the federal government
regarding immigration. See, e.g., Canada-Québec Accord Relating to Immigration and
Temporary Admission of Aliens (1991), http://www.cic.gc.ca/english/department/lawspolicy/agreements/quebec/can-que.asp.
58

N. SCHMITT, « New Constitutions for All Swiss Cantons: A Contemporary Challenge »,
in M. BURGESS & G.A. TARR, Constitutional Dynamics in Federal Systems: Sub-National
Perspectives, Montréal, McGill-Queen’s University Press, 2012, p. 140.
59

That authority requires conformance with the criteria of cantons and the federal government; local integration can be considered at the level of communities. See Federal Act on
the Acquisition and Loss of Swiss Citizenship of 29 Sept. 1952, art. 12 (« the ordinary naturalisation procedure enables persons to acquire Swiss citizenship by naturalisation in a canton and a commune »); Art. 15a (« The procedure in the canton and in the commune is governed by cantonal law »); Art. 15b (« The communal electorate may reject an application
for naturalization only if a reasoned motion has been made that they should do so »). See
First Department I.S. Public Municipality Oberriet against Y. and Department of Home Affairs of the Canton of St. Gallen, Bundesgericht [BGer] [Federal Supreme Court] June 12,
2012, 138, Entscheidungen des schweizerischen Bundesgerichts [BGE] 242 (Switz.), (« Les
assemblées communales disposent d’un large pouvoir d’appréciation et il peut être exigé
du requérant une “certaine intégration locale” »). One evaluation of the impact of this system identified municipalities as sources of discrimination against certain immigrant groups,
with variations by group and time period. See J. HAINMUELLER & D. HANGARTNER, « Who
Gets a Swiss Passport? A Natural Experiment in Immigration Discrimination », American
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with the European Union and, more generally, regions are coming into more
focus, as many sub-state units are participants in a wide array of « diplomatic activity60 ».
Moreover, even as the Court in Arizona v. United States spoke about the
exclusivity of the federal « voice » in « foreign affairs », states and localities
regularly function as transnational actors seeking to affect international policies, importing law from abroad, and priming their own economies through
cross-border exchanges. The range of activities run from states and localities
aiming to change U.S. policies relating to the Vietnam War, the Gulf War,
and the conflicts in Northern Ireland and the Middle East to the promotion
of nuclear disarmament, the end of apartheid in South Africa, consumer
product safety, environmental protection, and human rights.
Another example of trans-border activity predicated on the subunit scale
comes from concerns about climate change. Domestic policies on global
warming have been shaped through iterative interactions among transnational lawmakers, the federal government, and hundreds of subnational entities. After President George W. Bush withdrew American support for the
Kyoto Protocol, several U.S. cities, led by Seattle and Salt Lake City, enacted ordinances to conform to the Protocol’s targets for local utility emissions.
In March 2005, a group of nine mayors agreed to their own climate protection program that was approved by the United States Conference of Mayors
in June 2005 61 . As of 2015, 1,060 mayors, representing towns and cities
with combined populations numbering almost 89 million people, had endorsed that program, which was affiliated with the transnational principles
(« ratifying Kyoto at the local level », so to speak)62. Canadian municipalities likewise have undertaken environmental joint venturing63. A parallel in

Political Science Review, 107, 2013. Thanks to Florian Engloff for bringing these materials
to my attention.
60

D. CRIEKEMANS, « Regional Sub-State Diplomacy from a Comparative Perspective:
Québec, Scotland, Bavaria, Catalonia, Wallonia and Flanders », Hague J. of Diplomacy, 5,
2010, p. 37.
61

They sought to « meet or beat the Kyoto Protocol targets in their own communities » to
encourage federal and state governments to meet Kyoto targets, and to have Congress pass
bipartisan legislation to create an emissions trading system. See 2005 Adopted Resolutions:
Environment,
The
United
States
Conference
of
Mayors
(2005),
http://usmayors.org/resolutions/73rd_conference/en_01.asp; The U.S. Mayors Climate Protection Agreement, The United States Conference of Mayors (2005),
http://www.usmayors.org/climateprotection/documents/mcpAgreement.pdf
62

See List of Participating Mayors, The United States Conference of Mayors,
http://www.usmayors.org/climateprotection/list.asp (as of Oct. 13, 2015). See generally
R.B. STEWART, « States and Cities as Actors in Global Climate Regulation: Unitary vs. Plural Architectures », Ariz. L.Rev., 50, 2008; H.M. OSOFSKY & J. KOVEN LEVIT, « The Scale
of Networks?: Local Climate Change Coalitions », Chicago Journal of International Law,
8, 2008.
63

In Canada, for example, the Federation of Canadian Municipalities created a Green Municipal Fund, to provide loans and grants for environmentally friendly municipal development projects. See H. KONG, « Sustainability and Land Use Regulation in Canada », Vermont Journal of Environmental Law, 13, 2012, p. 565. See generally N.J. TOLY, « Transna-
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Europe began in 2008 when the European Commission established a « Covenant of Mayors », inviting mayors willing to create baseline emission inventories and to comply with reporting obligations to join64. Within a year,
one hundred mayors (whose cities had more than 167 million residents) had
done so65.
Given the range of trans-national interactions across a host of subject
matters, one commentator forecast several decades ago that, « [u]nless
America becomes a police state, municipal foreign policies are here to
stay66 ». Moreover, these efforts are deeply democratic, in the sense that
they spring either from referenda enacted by majorities or from agendas of
elected officials taking positions that resonate with their constituencies. And
just as in the context of states’ relationships with migrants, conflicts abound
about the merits of various kinds of state and local initiatives – some welcoming non-domestic engagement and others aiming to block it. When affected groups have resources to contest them, they argue that such initiatives
breach the conventions of federalism.
Another example of the limits of subject-matter essentialism comes
from state initiatives on human rights violations. In 1996, Massachusetts
banned state purchases of products from what was then called Burma, where
forced labor had become commonplace67. Within a decade, as awareness of
the genocide in Darfur grew, several jurisdictions prohibited investments in
the Sudan (« not on our dime » was the phrase used in congressional hearings on the issue68). Those decisions had potentially significant economic
impact. According to a report by the U.S. Government Accountability Of-

tional Municipal Networks in Climate Politics: From Global Governance to Global Politics », Globalizations, 5, 2008.
64

See
The
Covenant
of
Mayors,
Covenant
of
Mayors,
http://www.covenantofmayors.eu/about/covenant-of-mayors_en.html (last visited Oct. 13,
2015).
65

This Covenant could be understood as a regulatory structure (albeit lacking some of the
processes that surround administrative directives) aiming to generate programmatic reforms
through its pressures on localities to conform to its rules. See V. HEYVAERT, « What’s in a
Name? The Covenant of Mayors as Transnational Environmental Regulation », Review of
European Community & International Environmental Law, 22, 2013.
66

M.H. SHUMAN, « Dateline Main Street: Local Foreign Policies », Foreign Policy, 65,
Winter 1986-1987, p. 171.
67

« Massachusetts Selective Purchasing Act », Mass. Gen. Laws Ann., Ch. 7, § 22(g)-(h)
(West 2010).
68

Combating Genocide in Darfur: The Rule of Divestment and Other Policy Tools: Hearing Before the Comm. on Banking, Housing, and the Urban Affairs, 110th Cong. 8-9, 49-50
(2007) (statement of Sen. Sam Brownback) (« We have said often, “Never again” and we
have taken up the pledge of “Not on our watch”. We also need to take up the pledge “Not
on our dime” […] We are going to try to do it through the States, through these targeted divestitures that the Congress would have to allow to take place. And we are going to press it
as individuals and with individual companies so that we are not allowing a genocide to take
place on our time, on our dime »). Senator Brownback concluded that « [w]e need to act to
be able to allow this to take place by State and local units of government, and hopefully this
will also push into the private sector » (ibid., p. 9).
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fice, between 2006 and 2010, thirty-five states had « enacted legislation or
adopted policies affecting their investments related to Sudan, primarily in
response to the Darfur crisis, as well as in response to Sudan’s designation
by the U.S. government as a state sponsor of terrorism69 ». As a result, state
treasurers and public pension fund managers had « divested or frozen about
$3.5 billion in assets primarily related to Sudan in response to their states’
laws and policies70 ».
But some of the affected corporations argued that states had no power to
regulate the use of their own tax dollars because the matters were issues of
« foreign affairs » over which the federal government had exclusive authority71. The critics succeeded in 2000 when the U.S. Supreme Court, five-tofour, concluded that the Massachusetts law intruded on federal power72. In
a 2003 decision, the Court addressed a California statute, requiring insurers
doing business in the state to disclose information about whether they had
sold insurance during the Holocaust era; the Court held that the state rule
was preempted by federal executive decisions73. In 2007, a lower court relied on these rulings to stop state-level Sudan divestment74.
In response, Congress enacted the Sudan Accountability and Divestment Act, authorizing states to decide about investments in four arenas (military equipment, power, oil, and minerals), if sufficient notice and opportunities for comment were given to affected corporations 75 . Thus, the Act

U.S. Gov’t Accountability Off., Sudan Divestment: U.S. Investors Sold Assets but Could
Benefit from Increased Disclosure Regarding Companies’ Ties to Sudan 5, 2010,
http://www.gao.gov/assets/310/305800.pdf.
69

70

Ibid., p. 5, 11 (looking at 2006-2010). Neither investments nor divestments were equal
across the states; New Jersey’s divestment of $2.2 billion represented about two-thirds of
the total.
71

See generally J. RESNIK, « Foreign as Domestic Affairs: Rethinking Horizontal Federalism and Foreign Affairs Preemption in Light of Translocal Internationalism », Emory L.J.,
57, 2007; E.T. RACHY, « State & Local Economic Sanctions: The Constitutionality of New
York’s Divestment Actions and the Sudan Accountability & Divestment Act of 2007 »,
Alb. L.Rev., 74, 2011.
72

See Crosby v. Nat’l Foreign Trade Council, 530 U.S. 363, 366 (2000).

American Ins. Ass’n v. Garamendi, 539 U.S. 396, 409-10, 429 (2003).

73

See, e.g., Nat’l Foreign Trade Council v. Giannoulias, 523 F. Supp. 2d 731 (N.D. Ill.
2007). At issue was an Illinois divestment statute enacted in 2005, found by the trial court
to be preempted by federal law.
74

75

See « Sudan Accountability and Divestment Act of 2007 », Pub. L. No. 110-174, 121
Stat. 2516 (2007) (codified at 50 U.S.C. § 1701). The Act provides that « [n]otwithstanding
any other provision of law, a State or local government may adopt and enforce measures …
to divest … assets » from persons or companies qualifying as having « direct investments
in business operations » in Sudan. Ibid., § 3(b). To do so, « [t]he State or local government
shall provide written notice and an opportunity to comment in writing to each person to
whom a measure is to be applied ». Ibid., § 3(e)(1) To ward off conflicts, the Act provides:
« Notwithstanding any other provision of Federal or State law, no person may bring any …
action against any registered investment company, or any employee, officer, director, or investment adviser thereof, based solely upon the investment company divesting from … securities issued by persons that the investment company determines … conduct or have di-
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sought to recognize both the federal government’s foreign affairs authority
and the states’ interests in controlling their own funds. The Act reflected
that a set of rigid delineations (i.e., « domestic » versus « foreign » affairs)
does not capture standard allocations across federations or withstand the
changing content of the « domestic », the « foreign », and their intersections. The mix of transnational economic interests affected by new demands, produce conflicts about which « we » (to paraphrase Justice Kennedy in Obergefell) has the power to redress newly-understood « injustices ».
A parallel instability undermining essentialist claims resides in U.S. discussions of family, marriage, and « domestic violence », as reflected in debates about the constitutionality of the 1994 Violence Against Women Act
(VAWA) and of same-sex marriage. Claims about necessary relationships
between sovereignty, equality, gender, race, and households were made on
all sides, by both state and federal actors.
A bit of history is in order, for the backdrop to federal legislation on violence against women has been state licensure and then toleration of such
violence through doctrines such as a « marital rape » exception precluding
men from being convicted of raping their wives76. During the second half of
the twentieth century, critics documented the failures of local police, prosecutors, and judges to respond to victims of violence. As concerns about discrimination within the justice system mounted, the chief justices of many
state courts chartered task forces to investigate « gender bias in the
courts77 ». The results were « voluminous » evidence of « pervasive bias in
rect investments in business operations in Sudan ». Ibid., § 4. Further, exemptions were
provided for certain businesses, including if a company’s operations involve humanitarian
efforts. See ibid., § 3(d)(2). Aside from federalism issues, the Act raised questions about internal separation of powers doctrine within the federal government; Congress asserted its
role in passing the Act, but President Bush insisted that he retained « exclusive authority to
conduct foreign relations ». Statement on Signing the Sudan Accountability and Divestment
Act
of 2007
(Dec. 31,
2007),
http://www.presidency.ucsb.edu/ws/index.php?pid=62264. In 2008, the Securities and Exchange Commission issued regulations to implement the Act and required that « a registered investment company » or fund provide disclosure when « it divests, in accordance
with the Sudan Accountability and Divestment Act of 2007, from securities of issuers that
the fund determines conduct or have direct investments in certain business operations in
Sudan ». Disclosure of Divestment by Registered Investment Companies in Accordance
with Sudan Accountability and Divestment Act of 2007, 17 C.F.R. § 249.330, 249.331,
274.101, 274.128 (2008). See also Press Release, U.S. Securities and Exchange Commission, SEC Adopts Regulations to Implement Sudan Accountability and Divestment Act of
2007 (Apr. 29, 2008), https://www.sec.gov/news/press/2008/2008-67.htm. Nonetheless, the
2010 GAO report criticized the SEC regulations for not going further and requiring that
« companies that trade on the U.S. exchanges » disclose « their business operations related
to Sudan ». U.S. Gov’t Accountability Off., supra n. 70, p. 43.
See generally R. SIEGEL, « “The Rule of Love”: Wife Beating as Prerogative and Privacy », Yale L.J., 105, 1996.
76

77

By the 1990s, dozens of states had done so as had some federal circuits; some judiciaries
also commissioned task forces on race, religion, and ethnicity in the courts. See J. RESNIK,
« Asking About Gender in Courts », Signs, 21-4, 1996, p. 953-974. Justice Souter’s dissent
in Morrison referenced this work, which was part of the congressional record supporting
the enactment of VAWA. See United States v. Morrison, 529 U.S. 598, 629, 633 (2000)
(Souter, J., dissenting).
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various state justice systems against victims of gender-motivated violence »,
and « unacceptably lenient punishments » for those convicted of « gendermotivated violence78 ».
Yet the federal legislative response codified in VAWA was neither to
regulate such officials nor to authorize lawsuits to obtain court orders mandating local and state officials to change their practices. Instead, the legislation, enacted in 1994, gave significant federal dollars to support improvements at the local level, created new federal penalties for interstate violence
predicated on gender bias, and permitted victims of gender-animated violence to file lawsuits against their attackers79. The statute also authorized
public enforcement through criminal provisions and private enforcement.
Congress created new federal crimes – of « interstate domestic violence »
and of « interstate violation of protection order » – to prosecute a « person
who travels across a State line or enters or leaves Indian country with the intent » to « injure, harass, or intimidate » a « spouse or intimate partner » and
« intentionally commits a crime of violence » causing « bodily harm » or
who violates a protective order against « credible threats of violence80 ».
On the civil side, Congress crafted a « civil rights remedy », permitting
individuals alleging that private actors had targeted them to file in federal,
as well as in state, courts. That remedy reflects just how state-protective the

78

Morrison, 529 U.S. at 619-20. Justice Souter described the record as « a mountain of data » (ibid., p. 629, Souter, J., dissenting).
79

Specifically, VAWA provided funding to create a division (an Office on Violence
Against Women) within the Justice Department, charged with administering grants to statebased programs (“STOP”–Services, Training, Officers, Prosecutors). In fiscal year 2013,
for example, federal moneys totaled more than $226 million and included a « base award of
$600,000 » to each state, followed by additional sums calibrated in relation to populations.
The states award sub-grants. See Office on Violence Against Women, U.S. Dep’t of Justice
7 (2014), S-T-O-P Program Report, http://www.justice.gov/ovw/file/641566/download.
Law enforcement, prosecution, and victims’ services were each guaranteed at least twentyfive percent of the funds. « Violent Crime Control and Law Enforcement Act of 1994 »,
Pub. L. No. 103–322, § 40121, 108 Stat 1796, 1910 (codified at 42 U.S.C. § 13981 (2006)).
The Victims of Trafficking and Violence Protection Act of 2000 altered the distribution
slightly to provide 30 percent to victim services. Pub. L. No. 106–386, § 1101, 114 Stat
1464, 1494 (codified at 42 U.S.C. § 3796gg-1 (c) (3) (B) (2012)).
80

Punishments ranged from fines to years of imprisonment. See Pub. L. No. 103-322,
§ 40221 (‘interstate enforcement’) (codified at 18 U.S.C. §§ 2261-66 (2012)). In 1996,
Congress added 18 U.S.C. § 2261A (« stalking ») providing that persons who travel interstate or in foreign commerce or in and out of Indian country or other territories « with the
intent to kill, injure, harass, or place under surveillance » with such harmful intent, a spouse
or intimate partner, can also be punished as provided under § 2261. In 1994, 1996, and
2005, Congress amended the Gun Control Act to make it a crime to possess firearms or
ammunition while subject to protective orders or after conviction of a misdemeanor domestic violence crime. See 18 U.S.C. § 922(g)(8)-(9). Not all proponents of federal law on violence were supportive of the criminal provisions, in part because of the harsh federal sentencing guidelines and concerns that the defendants were likely to be individuals of color.
Amendments in 2013 added criminal penalties for assaults of a spouse, intimate partner or
dating partner. See Lisa N. Sacco, Cong. Res. Serv., The Violence Against Women Act:
Overview,
Legislation,
and
Federal
Funding
16
(2015),
https://fas.org/sgp/crs/misc/R42499.pdf.
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statute was. Rather than displace state law or authorize suits against state
failures to police or prosecute, Congress only permitted private parties to
sue assailants, if plaintiffs could prove that individuals had committed gender-motivated crimes.
But even that tepid civil rights remedy met with resistance. Before it
was enacted, protests came from an organization of state court judges – the
Conference of Chief Justices, another TOGA – a private group of individuals holding the position of chief justice in each state. Their claim was that if
permitted to do so, women would take state-based claims relating to marriage, divorce, and property allocations and flip them into federal cases,
thereby divesting state courts of their primacy over those issues 81. Federal
judges spoke through the United States Judicial Conference, a statutory
body comprised of the chief judges of the federal appellate courts, a few district court judges, and chaired by the Chief Justice of the United States. The
Conference argued that, if enacted, VAWA’s civil rights remedy would inappropriately relocate « family » disputes in the federal courts, which would
be flooded by tens of thousands of cases82.
While the formal objection was to volume, the subtext was about a risk
to the identity of the federal courts, dealing with « national » problems rather than « familial » disputes. The conflict was tinged with concerns about
maintaining the prestige and hierarchical authority of the federal courts,
seen as at-risk by an infusion of large numbers of low-value claims founded
on inter-personal disputes. State judges, in turn, seemed to want to protect
their own identity as uniquely competent authorities governing family life.
And, as this explanation reflects, the arguments of the judges from both
state and federal courts conflated violence animated by gender with family
life, rather than locating the injuries as harms to equality and economic
agency.
Legislative debates about VAWA again exemplify disagreements
among state actors about what serves their interests. Another TOGA, the
National Association of Attorneys General (NAAG), joined with individual
attorneys general from thirty-eight states to register support83. Many of these

81

Violence Motivated by Gender: Statement on S. 15 Before the Senate Comm. on the Judiciary, 103d Cong., 1st Sess. (1993) (statement of Hon. Vincent L. McKusick, President,
Conference of Chief Justices).
82

Subsequently, the Conference withdrew its opposition, supported other facets of the legislation, and took no position on the new civil cause of action. Details of the positions and
the decision by the Judicial Conference to move from opposition to taking no position on
the civil rights remedy are in J. RESNIK, « The Programmatic Judiciary: Lobbying, Judging,
and Invalidating the Violence Against Women Act », S. Cal. L. Rev., 47, 2000. Other discussions can be found in the 15th anniversary symposium on VAWA, in J. RESNIK, « Drafting, Lobbying, and Litigating VAWA: National, Local, and Transnational Interventions on
Behalf of Women’s Equality », Geo. J.Gender & L., 11, 2010.
83

See Violence Against Women: Victims of the System, Hearing on S.B. 15 Before the S.
Comm. on the Judiciary, 102d Cong. 37-38 (1991); Crimes of Violence Motivated by Gender: Hearing Before the Subcomm. on Civil and Const. Rights of the House Comm. on the
Judiciary, 103d Cong. 34-36 (1993).
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attorneys general were elected, and they were proponents of VAWA not only because it provided significant funds for state law enforcement and did
not target states as potential defendants in lawsuits but also because it was
politically popular84. A worldwide social movement was underway to reframe what once had been seen as interpersonal disputes or ad hoc crimes
and had demonstrated that violence was a mechanism of subordination, cutting women off from full participation in economic and civic life.
That political predicate explains why VAWA was enacted. National legislators, like state legislators, were keen to announce that they understood
that equality was at stake, given the harms that widespread violence imposed on women85. In terms of the legal authority to enact VAWA, Congress relied on both its powers to implement the Fourteenth Amendment’s
guarantees of equal protection and its power over interstate commerce. One
reason to mix the two was that Supreme Court case law had long imposed a
« state action » requirement for Fourteenth Amendment Equal Protection
remedies, and the focus of VAWA’s coercive measures were private actors.
While VAWA proponents argued that the statute met that predicate due to
state inaction in face of the knowledge of harms, the Commerce Clause appeared to provide even more secure footings, for Congress had relied upon it
in the 1960s when enacting civil rights legislation banning race discrimination in public accommodations86.
Flashing back to debates about the legality of the 1964 Civil Rights Act
serves as a reminder about the many struggles over the boundaries of state
and national interests. The 1964 Act aimed to prohibit racial segregation in
« any inn, hotel, motel, or other establishment which provides lodging to

84

When first enacted in 1994, the House vote was 235 to 195, 140 Cong. Rec. H8771 (daily
ed. Aug. 21, 1994), and the Senate vote was 61-38, 140 Cong. Rec. S12600 (daily ed. Aug.
25, 1994); reauthorization in 2000 was supported by 371-1 in the House, 146 Cong. Rec.
H9047 (daily ed. Oct. 6, 2000), and 95-0 in the Senate, 146 Cong. Rec. S10228 (daily ed.
Oct. 11, 2000).
The bill’s lead proponent, Joe Biden, who was then a Senator from Delaware, argued
passionately for the legislation and explained his concerns as founded on the injuries that
such violence imposed and on the importance of federal intervention. Women and Violence,
Hearing Before the S. Comm. on the Judiciary, 101st Cong. 3 (1990) (statement of Sen.
Biden); see also, e.g., Vice President Joseph Biden, Remarks at the National Conference on
Health
and
Domestic
Violence
(Mar. 20,
2015),
http://www.futureswithoutviolence.org/health/national-conference-on-health-and-domesticviolence; Vice President Joseph Biden, Address at Vital Voices Solidarity Awards (Dec.
10, 2014) (transcript available at B. MARCUS, « Read Joe Biden’s Powerful Speech About
Combating
Violence
Against
Women »,
Daily
Intelligencer,
http://nymag.com/daily/intelligencer/2014/12/bidens-speech-on-combatting-domesticviolence.html); see generally « Welcoming Remarks and Panel One: Present at the
Creation: Drafting and Passing the Violence against Women Act (VAWA »), Geo.
J.Gender & L., 11, 2010.
85

86

The Civil Rights Act of 1964 stated that « [a]ll persons shall be entitled to the full and
equal enjoyment of the goods, services, facilities, privileges, advantages, and
accommodations of any place of public accommodation … without discrimination or
segregation on the ground of race, color, religion, or national origin » (Pub. L. No. 88-352,
§ 201(a), 78 Stat. 243) (codified at 42 U.S.C. § 2000a(a) (2012)).
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transient guests87 », as well as in restaurants, gas stations, and entertainment
venues88. The ability of Congress to do so stemmed in part from its view
that the « operations » of such places « affect[ed] commerce » by offering
services to « interstate travelers » or because « a substantial portion » of the
products used or sold have « moved in commerce ». In terms of remedies,
Congress authorized individuals alleging violations of these rights to bring
civil lawsuits for injunctions; further, the federal government could file actions if entities or individuals engaged in « a pattern or practice of resistance89 ».
Federalism was central to attacks on the 1964 statute’s constitutionality.
Opponents read the Commerce Clause as a limit on federal power that, in
conjunction with the Ninth and Tenth Amendments, reserved authority to
states. The owner of the aptly-named « Heart of Atlanta Motel90 », which
had 214 rooms, brought a lawsuit arguing that he « had followed a practice
of refusing to rent rooms to Negroes, and … intended to continue to do
so91 ». Joining that private proprietor were the states of Virginia and Florida,
which filed amici briefs arguing that to the extent the private businesses of
hotels, restaurants, and gas stations could be licensed or regulated, state law
was the source 92 . As Florida’s brief put it: « Interstate commerce having
terminated prior to the sale and service of the food to the customer, there is
nothing to support the application of the Civil Rights Act to the service of
food in restaurants and other places of accommodation not bearing a direct
and specific connection with interstate commerce93 ».
In contrast, proponents – including the states of California, Massachusetts, and New York – interpreted the Commerce Clause as enabling the
federation to function through authorizing congressional regulation of

87

Excluded were places that offered « five rooms for rent or hire and which is actually
occupied by the proprietor … as his residence » – referenced as « Mrs. Murphy’s boarding
house » to clarifying that the act did not reach individuals’ renting a few rooms.
88

Pub. L. No. 88-352, § 201(b), 78 Stat. 243 (codified at 42 U.S.C. § 2000a(b) (2012)).

89

Pub. L. No. 88-352, § 206(a), 78 Stat. 245 (codified at 42 U.S.C. § 2000a-5 (2012)); see
also Pub. L. No. 88-352, § 707(a), 78 Stat. 261 (codified at 42 U.S.C. § 2000e-6 (2012))
(employment). The statute also authorized the federal government to intervene in lawsuits
filed by « aggrieved » persons. Pub. L. No. 88-352, § 204(a), 78 Stat. 244 (codified at 42
U.S.C. § 2000a-3 (2012)).
90

Heart of Atlanta Motel, Inc. v. United States, 379 U.S. 241 (1964).

Heart of Atlanta Motel, 379 U.S. at 243. The companion case involved « Ollie’s Barbecue, a restaurant in Birmingham, Alabama, which serves few if any interstate travelers but
which buys a substantial quantity of food » that had moved in interstate commerce. Id. at
268 (Black, J., concurring). The federal government filed that petition, as it had lost in the
decision below. See Katzenbach v. McClung, 379 U.S. 294, 295-96 (1964).
91

92

See Brief for the State of Florida as Amicus Curiae Supporting Petitioners, Heart of Atlanta Motel, Inc. v. United States, 379 U.S. 241 (1964) (No. 515), 1964 WL 81382; Brief
for the State of Virginia as Amicus Curiae Supporting Petitioners, Heart of Atlanta Motel,
Inc. v. United States, 379 U.S. 241 (1964) (No. 515), 1964 WL 81385.
93

Brief for the State of Florida as Amicus Curiae Supporting Petitioners at 6, Heart of Atlanta Motel, Inc. v. United States, 379 U.S. 241 (1964) (No. 515), 1964 WL 81382, at *6.
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commerce, broadly construed94. As Massachusetts explained, the Commerce
Clause represented « a major principle of federalism … essential to bind a
loose confederacy into a strong union95 ». California likewise argued that
Congress had authority because the Civil Rights Act addressed « a matter of
national concern ». Because some states could « choose not to act or to act
in a manner inconsistent with the national welfare, the interests of both state
and nation demand that our federal government remain free to act96 ».
The Supreme Court chose the category of « the national » by framing a
doctrine that defined the Commerce Clause as authorizing regulation not only of activities having a direct effect on commerce but also those having
substantial effects on or burdening interstate commerce97. Given « the disruptive effect that racial discrimination has had on commercial intercourse98 », Congress had the authority to respond99. The Court also recognized that Congress was dealing with « a moral and social wrong 100 »
which, in U.S. legal conventions, is often associated with state « police » or
general « welfare » powers rather than with federal authority. That concurrency did not, in 1964, undercut federal authority to act but did provide ex-

94

See Brief for the State of California as Amicus Curiae Supporting Respondents, Heart of
Atlanta Motel, Inc. v. United States, 379 U.S. 241 (1964) (No. 515), 1964 WL 81384; Brief
for the State of Massachusetts as Amicus Curiae Supporting Respondents, Heart of Atlanta
Motel, Inc. v. United States, 379 U.S. 241 (1964) (No. 515), 1964 WL 81381; Brief for the
State of New York as Amicus Curiae Supporting Respondents, Heart of Atlanta Motel, Inc.
v. United States, 379 U.S. 241 (1964) (No. 515), 1964 WL 81383.
95

Brief for the State of Massachusetts as Amicus Curiae Supporting Respondents at 8,
Heart of Atlanta Motel, Inc. v. United States, 379 U.S. 241 (1964) (No. 515), 1964 WL
81381, at *8.
96

Brief for the State of California as Amicus Curiae Supporting Respondents at 4, Heart of
Atlanta Motel, Inc. v. United States, 379 U.S. 241 (1964) (No. 515), 1964 WL 81384, at *4.
97

Heart of Atlanta Motel, 379 U.S. at 258. The Court cited testimony in the congressional
record that
our people have become increasingly mobile with millions of people of all races traveling
from State to State; that Negroes in particular have been the subject of discrimination in transient accommodations, having to travel great distances to secure the same […] and that these
conditions had become so acute as to require the listing of available lodging for Negroes in a
special guidebook which was itself « dramatic testimony to the difficulties » Negroes encounter in travel.

Heart of Atlanta Motel, 379 U.S. at 252-53 (citing S. Rep. No. 872, at 14-22 (1964); Hearings Before S. Comm. on Commerce on S. 1732, 88th Cong. 692-94 (1963)). Further, the
discrimination harmed the travel industry itself. Ibid., p. 253 (« [T]he Administrator of the
Federal Aviation Agency … wrote the Chairman of the Senate Commerce Committee that
it was his “belief that air commerce is adversely affected by the denial to a substantial segment of the traveling public of adequate and desegregated public accommodations” ».
(quoting Hearings Before S. Comm. on Commerce on S. 1732, 88th Cong. 12-13 (1963)).
98

Ibid., p. 257.

99

Ibid.

100

Ibid.
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amples of what to do; the federal law had drawn on models from thirty-two
states, which had parallel provisions, some going back decades101.
This construction of federal power provided the structure for subsequent
civil rights enactments, including VAWA, whose legislative history included analogies between the harm that violence did to women’s economic
agency and the harm that segregated public accommodations did to blacks
in the 1960s102. The result, in 1994, was the first congressional acknowledgment that equality, dignity, liberty, and economic agency were jeopardized by targeted, gender-biased violence. But 1994 was also the year in
which the Supreme Court, in a 5-4 ruling, pruned back its Commerce Clause
analyses by announcing that Congress had no power to regulate guns within
a certain distance of schools103. Thus even as VAWA opened federal courthouse doors for victims of violence (if they could prove that their assailant
acted with animus based on gender-bias), it became the target for attacks
that doing so intruded on state authority.
In practice, the symbolism of VAWA’s national remedies was broader
than its on-the-ground impact. Although federal judges had predicated opposition to VAWA’s civil rights remedy in part on floodgate arguments
(that thousands of cases would be filed, overwhelming the docket), fewer
than fifty federal cases relying on VAWA’s civil rights remedy resulted in
published decisions between 1994 and 2000, when the Supreme Court heard
the constitutional challenge 104 . On the criminal side, federal prosecutions
were likewise small in number; from 1995 to 2000, fewer than 150 cases
had been filed105.

101

Ibid., p. 260; see also ibid., p. 260, n. 8 (listing state statutes). Justices Black, Douglas,
and Goldberg wrote separate concurrences, and Justices Douglas and Goldberg each argued
that Congress also had authority under the Fourteenth Amendment to enact the 1964 Act.
Id. at 280 (Douglas, J., concurring); ibid., p. 293 (Goldberg, J., concurring).
102

See United States v. Morrison, 529 U.S. 598, 629-34 and sources cited therein (discussing congressional findings); ibid., p. 629-31, n. 3-8 (2000) (citing hearings and reports).
VAWA proponents presented evidence to Congress about the economic impacts of injuries
to women in terms of dollars lost in the national market and the dollars spent on the
healthcare system, as well as the degree to which women tried to organize their wage work
to avoid heightening the risk of assaults, such as by avoiding jobs requiring late-night travel.
103

The Court’s retrenchment came in United States v. Lopez, 514 U.S. 549 (1994).

104

See Brief of Law Professors as Amici Curiae Supporting Petitioners at 13, United States
v. Morrison, 529 U.S. 598 (2000) (Nos. 99-5, 99-29), 1999 WL 1032805, at *13 n.18 and
accompanying text (listing 51 cases in total, with some filed in state courts).
105

See T. LININGER, « Evidentiary Issues in Federal Prosecutions of Violence Against
Women », Ind. L.Rev., 36, 2003, p. 687-688, n. 4 (citing reports from the Executive Office
of United States Attorneys). Federal prosecutions brought under 18 U.S.C. § 2261, 2261A,
and 2262 numbered 3 in 1995; 14 in 1996; 29 in 1997; 30 in 1998; 48 in 1999; and 20 in
2000.
That number did not include charges related to firearms prosecutions. Federal statutes
amended in 1994 and 1996 created federal prohibitions on carrying a gun while subject to a
restraining order or if convicted of domestic abuse, respectively. See Violent Crime Control
and Law Enforcement Act of 1994, Pub. L. No. 103-322, § 110401(c) (codified at 18
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The case, Morrison v. United States, that the Supreme Court elected to
hear involved a college student, who alleged that two athletes had raped her
and then bragged about their sexual aggressions against women as women –
demonstrating, she argued, that their violence was predicated on genderbiased animus under VAWA’s civil rights remedy 106 . The individual defendants argued that neither the Fourteenth Amendment nor the Commerce
Clause licensed Congress to authorize access to federal courts for victims of
violence in Morrison.
As in Arizona v. United States, many state officials supported the use of
federal authority. Thirty-six state attorneys general filed an amicus brief,
urging the Court to uphold VAWA’s civil rights remedy as a constitutional
exercise of Commerce Clause authority107. Recall that in the 2012 Arizona
litigation, sixteen states opposed and eleven supported federal power. In
Morrison, only one state – Alabama – argued that VAWA’s civil remedy
trampled on state prerogatives, which, Alabama averred, protected individual liberty108.The brief explained that, despite « the nearly-unanimous showing of governmental support » for VAWA’s civil rights remedy, the Court
had an « essential role » to play: « Federalism … is no less a countermajoritarian right than the Constitution’s other structural guarantees of liberty109 ».
And Alabama won. Unlike the 1960s Heart of Atlanta Hotel decision
permitting the layering of federal anti-discrimination laws on top of state li-

U.S.C. § 922(g)(8)); Omnibus Consolidated Appropriation Act, Pub. L. No. 104-208,
§ 658(b), (codified at 18 U.S.C. § 922(g)(9) (1996)). Were those charges included, during
the period, prosecutions numbered 517. In the first ten months of fiscal year 2015, the federal government brought 4 new prosecutions based on interstate domestic violence under 18
U.S.C. § 2261; 8 new prosecutions based on interstate stalking under 18 U.S.C. § 2261A;
and 3 new prosecutions based on an interstate violation of a protective order under 18
U.S.C. § 2262. See « Prosecutions for 2015: Lead Charge: 18 USC 2261 – Interstate Domestic
Violence »,
TracReports
(Sep. 9,
2015),
http://tracfed.syr.edu/results/9x2055f081b692.html; « Prosecutions for 2015: Lead Charge:
18
USC
2261A
–
Stalking »,
TracReports
(Sep. 9,
2015),
http://tracfed.syr.edu/results/9x2055f082ac16.html; « Prosecutions for 2015: Lead Charge:
18 USC 2262 – Interstate Violation of a Protective Order », TracReports (Sep. 9, 2015),
http://tracfed.syr.edu/results/9x2055f083b966.html.
106

See Brzonkala v. Va. Polytechnic Institute, 169 F.3d 820, 827 (4th Cir. 1999) (en banc),
aff’d sub nom. Morrison, 529 U.S. 598 (2000). The United States intervened when the defendants, Antonio Morrison and James Crawford, challenged the constitutionality of the
statute.
107

Brief of the States of Alaska, Arizona, Arkansas, California, Colorado, Connecticut,
Delaware, Georgia, Hawaii, Illinois, Iowa, Kansas, Kentucky, Louisiana, Maine, Maryland,
Minnesota, Mississippi, Missouri, Montana, Nevada, New Hampshire, New Mexico, New
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censing and safety codes regulating hotels, restaurants, and gas stations, the
Morrison Court held unconstitutional VAWA’s addition of a federal civil
rights claim to state remedies110. To do so, the five-person majority decision
by Chief Justice Rehnquist relied on a categorical essentialist approach that
not only slighted Congress as a political repository of state interests 111 but
also the thirty-six attorneys general who had argued that VAWA was federalism-friendly. Yet, to avoid overturning Heart of Atlanta Motel required
describing the harms of violence to women as lacking the hallmarks of
commerce that the Court had identified as the impediments that blacks had
faced when wanting to eat at restaurants, buy gas, or sleep at hotels around
the United States. The Morrison Court therefore insisted that violence was
not « economic in nature112 » – ignoring not only women’s agency as wage
workers, but also their contributions as household workers to national prosperity and the economic impact of violence on the health care industry.
The Court opinion aimed to limit federal power more generally (as did
its 2012 ruling on health care legislation113) by announcing a narrow reading
of the Commerce Clause. The Morrison Court reasoned that, were Congress
constitutionally permitted via the Commerce Clause to regulate violence
against women, Congress could « equally as well » regulate « family law
and other areas of traditional state regulation » (tort and crime included) that
likewise could be said to have effects on the national economy114. Because
« marriage, divorce, and childrearing » could, like violence against women,
have an « aggregate effect » on the national economy115, sustaining the civil
rights remedy of VAWA could mean that « Congress might use the Commerce Clause to completely obliterate the Constitution’s distinction between
national and local authority116 ». The opinion thus embraces what the Court
had rejected (again by a bare majority) in 1985 – that it could specify certain
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See 42 U.S.C. § 13981 (1994); Morrison, 529 U.S., p. 627.

111

See generally H. WECHSLER, « The Political Safeguards of Federalism: The Role of the
States in the Composition and Selection of the National Government », Colum. L.Rev., 54,
1954.
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Morrison, 529 U.S., p. 613.

See Nat’l Fed’n of Indep. Bus. v. Sebelius 132 S. Ct. 2566, 2579-80, 2585-91 (2012). On
behalf of herself and Justices Breyer, Sotomayor, and Kagan, Justice Ginsburg objected:
« This rigid reading of the [Commerce] Clause makes scant sense and is stunningly retrogressive ». Ibid., p. 2609 (Ginsburg, J., dissenting). Further, as Abbe Gluck has argued, the
Court failed to appreciate the degree to which the Affordable Care Act was « state empowering ». See A.R. GLUCK, « Federalism from Federal Statutes: Health Reform, Medicaid,
and the Old-Fashioned Federalists’ Gamble », Fordham L.Rev., 81-4, 2013, p. 1775. See
also Id., « Imperfect Statutes, Imperfect Courts: Understanding Congress’s Plan in the Era
of Unorthodox Lawmaking », Harv. L.Rev., 129, 2015.
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Morrison, 529 U.S., p. 613, 617. The appellate decision likewise insisted that through
the civil rights remedy, Congress had « punish[ed] noncommercial intrastate violence ».
Brzonkala v. Virginia Polytechnic Inst. & State Univ., 169 F.3d 820, 826 (4th Cir. 1999),
aff’d sub nom. Morrison, 529 U.S. 598 (2000).
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Morrison, 529 U.S., p. 615-16.
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activities as « essential » state functions, immune from direct federal regulation117.
Given the identification of the federal government as the font of marriage rights in the 2015 Obergefell ruling on same-sex marriage (resulting in
high-profile conflicts with local authorities about the obligation to issue
marriage licenses), the 2000 opinion quickly appeared anachronistic. But
even when the Morrison decision was rendered, the Court’s jurisdictional
constructions were mis-descriptions of the layers of federal constitutional
and statutory law that then regularly interacted with state regimes related to
families, as well as to criminal law.
The Obergefell decision, while novel in articulating same-sex marriage
rights, is part of a long line of federal cases regulating families. Constitutional federal family law has prohibited racial barriers to marriage118, regulated procedures by which states determine parental rights 119 , authorized
parents to direct educational choices of their children120, and insulated custodial parents from state rules conferring rights on grandparents121. Statutory
federal family law has likewise provided an overlay – as well as the reminder that national authority does not intrinsically provide progressive rulings.
In 1996, Congress insisted in the « Defense of Marriage Act » (DOMA)
that, for purposes of federal law, « marriage » can only occur between a
man and a woman122, a proposition eroded at the state level through a series
of decisions by state judges and legislatures that made such restrictions unlawful. By 2013, the state cases helped to produce federal law, with a ruling
in Windsor 123 that refused to apply DOMA to federal tax law and then
in 2015 in Obergefell.
Moreover, federal family law not only is found under the title of « marriage », but also is embedded in statutory regimes governing bankruptcy,
pensions (the Employee Retirement Income Security Act, or ERISA), tax,
and immigration, all of which oversee aspects of family life by allocating
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The Court embraced an essential functions test, applied to preclude application of the
federal Fair Labor Standards Act to state and municipal employees in National League of
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v. San Antonio Metro Transit Auth., 469 U.S. 528 (1985).
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Loving v. Virginia, 388 U.S. 1 (1967). See generally J.E. HASDAY, « Federalism and the
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U. Pa. L.Rev., 162, 2014.
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benefits and burdens depending on status relationships124. Indeed, as Kristin
Collins has documented, from military pensions provided in the 1790s
through social security and veterans’ benefits, federal law entails decisions
about what relationships merit recognition as marriages 125 ; as a result,
« sovereignty-based accounts » of the law of the family are « misguided and
misleading126 ». Despite the Morrison Court’s claim of jurisdictional essentialism, family law in the United States is both state and federal, laced as
well with international precepts, such as the Hague Convention on the Civil
Aspects of International Child Abduction127.
Just as the jurisdictional divide unravels, so too does the categorization
of the kinds of injuries that violence entails. The Morrison Court assumed
(correctly) that violence can be both tortious and criminal. But violence can
also be an attack on equality rights. The historical analogue proffered by
VAWA proponents was the lynching of African-Americans which, under
slavery and thereafter, was rarely subjected to criminal or tort law sanctions,
let alone found to be a violation of civil rights. (Indeed, in the 1930s, a
county courthouse in Idaho displayed a mural of an « Indian being
lynched » as if the depiction of such an act provided an appropriate decorative touch128.) Not until after the Civil War and well into the Second Reconstruction of the 1960s did lynching and other race-targeted violence come to
be understood as torts, crimes, and civil rights violations.
Thus, the Morrison Court’s decision is steeped in delineating bounded
categories (state/federal, family and criminal law/civil rights law) as if those
distinctions enhanced accountability through articulating specific lines of
authority. Its essentialism obscured that judges – from Morrison to Obergefell – play critical roles in deciding what falls within jurisdictional boundaries and when to embrace the multiple forms that rights can take. When refusing to acknowledge the local and national consensus that genderanimated violence was simultaneously a violation of local law and of national constitutional rights, the Morrison majority used federalism to obscure its own agency in sapping violence of its equality and its economic va-

For details, see J. RESNIK, « “Naturally” Without Gender: Women, Jurisdiction, and the
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S. Treaty Doc. No. 11, 1343 U.N.T.S. 89 (entered into force in the U.S. on July 1, 1988)
(codified at 42 U.S.C. § 11601 (2006)).
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lence. As Justice Souter’s dissent put it, « the States will be forced to enjoy
the new federalism whether they want it or not129 ».
But jurisdictional essentialism cannot stop rights claims from crossing
boundaries. During the latter part of the twentieth century, the disproportionate degree of violence visited upon women became the subject of local,
state, national, and transnational law; indeed, the 1994 enactment of VAWA
was part of activities crossing jurisdictions. Two years earlier, in 1992, the
U.N. Committee empowered by the Convention on the Elimination of All
Forms of Discrimination Against Women (CEDAW) issued a General Recommendation, « Violence Against Women », outlining the degree to which
violence contributed to women’s subordination130. Thereafter, international
criminal tribunals recognized rape as a war crime, and the treaty launching
the International Criminal Court included gender-based violence within its
definition of crimes against humanity131.
In 2011, the Inter-American Commission on Human Rights categorized
gender-based violence as « one of the most extreme and pervasive forms of
discrimination, severely impairing and nullifying the enforcement of women’s rights132 ». The context was a case from the United States in which a
woman had obtained a protective order against her estranged husband. Despite her efforts to enlist the local police employed by the Town of Castle
Rock, Colorado to implement the order, her husband killed their daughters.
She lost her suit against the town in the United States Supreme Court, which
held that federal constitutional law gave her no protection against police inaction133. In 2011, the Inter-American Commission disagreed; it ruled that
the United States had violated « the State’s obligation not to discriminate

Morrison, 529 U.S., p. 654. Justice Souter’s dissent was joined by Justices Stevens,
Breyer, and Ginsburg; Justice Breyer filed a dissent in which the others joined as well.
129
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See Comm. on the Elimination of Discrimination Against Women, General Recommendation 19: Violence Against Women, 11th Sess., U.N. Doc. 1/47/38 (1992). That Recommendation declared that gender-based violence fell within the definition of discrimination
against women in Article I of CEDAW because it « impairs or nullifies the enjoyment by
women of human rights and fundamental freedoms under general international law or under
human rights conventions », including the rights to life, to be free from torture and other
forms of cruel, inhuman, or degrading treatment, to equal protection, liberty and security of
the person, and to equality in the family (ibid., §§ 6-7). Further, States could be responsible
for failures to prevent, investigate, or punish violence (ibid., § 9).
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See Rome Statute of the International Criminal Court, July 17, 1998, U.N. Doc.
A/Conf.183/9 (1998), art. 7, § 1 et art. 7 § 1(g).
Jessica Lenahan (Gonzales) v. United States, Case 12.626, Inter-Am. Comm’n H.R.,
Report No. 80/11, § 110 (2011), http://www.oas.org/en/iachr/decisions/merits.asp. States
were obliged to « adopt measures to give legal effect to the rights » (ibid., § 118), and could
« be held responsible for the conduct of non-State actors in certain circumstances » (ibid.,
§ 119). Because the State « recognized the necessity to protect » the family but did not do
so, it had failed to meet its « duty with due diligence » (ibid., § 160). The Commission’s
remedial recommendations included that the United States « offer full reparations » to Ms.
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See Town of Castle Rock v. Gonzalez, 545 U.S. 748 (2005).
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and to provide for equal protection before the law under Article II of the
American Declaration134 ».
In the same year, the Council of Europe promulgated a new Convention
on Preventing and Combating Violence Against Women and Domestic Violence, to « [p]rotect women against all forms of violence, and prevent, prosecute and eliminate violence against women and domestic violence 135 ». In
sharp contrast to current United States doctrine, recognizing no constitutional duties of protection even when state statutes mandate that police enforce protective orders, the ECtHR has concluded that states are obliged to
respond to violence imposed by private as well as public actors136. In 2013,
in Valiuliené v. Lithuania, the ECtHR held that Lithuania’s failure to provide
remedies for a woman victim of violence breached Article 3 of the European Convention on Human Rights because the state had failed its positive obligation « to ensure that individuals within their jurisdiction are not subjected
to torture or inhuman or degrading treatment or punishment, including such illtreatment administered by private individuals137 ». In other cases, the ECtHR
has concluded that, in addition to inhuman and degrading treatment, violence to which the state fails to respond can violate rights to life, to respect
for private and family life, to fair trials, and to equality138, atop its valence
as contravening domestic tort and criminal law.
That resulting positive obligation, announced in several cases, calls for
countries to put adjudicative structures in place to respond to violence visited on « vulnerable » individuals, confronted with household violence 139 .
Required are « effective criminal-law provisions … backed up by law-
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9 June 2009.
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See, e.g., Eremia v. Republic of Moldova, App. No. 3564/11 (28 May 2013), § 48; see
also B v. Republic of Moldova, App. No. 61383/09 (16 July 2013); Mudric v. Republic of
Moldova, App. No. 74839/10 (16 July 2013); N.A c. République de Moldova, App. No.
13424/06 (24 Sept. 2013); Bljakaj v. Croatia, App. No. 74448/12 (18 Sept. 2014). see also
D.P. v. Lithuania, App. No. 27920/08, § 32 (22 Oct. 2013) (noting that the state acknowledged
that its procedures had been « defective » and constituted a violation of its « positive obligations under Article 3 »).
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enforcement machinery140 ». The ECtHR describes itself as deferring to the
judgment of national authorities and only ensuring that « a State’s obligation
to protect the rights of those under its jurisdiction is adequately discharged141 ». Doing so is its own task; repeated applications from particular
jurisdictions make plain that these obligations to provide remedies do not
easily translate into action142. Whether a focus on criminalization is a wise
or sufficient response is of course appropriate to debate, but the insistence
on protection of and remedial rights for « vulnerable » persons has become a
facet of European law143.
The 2000 Morrison judgment limited federal judges from joining this
inter-jurisdictional exchange about the scope of government obligations
about violence, once that practice is understood to be a method of subordination. But Morrison has not shielded the federal courts from being identified as central to the structure of family life. As noted, over objections that
marriage was beyond the scope of the Supreme Court’s own powers, five
justices – building on dozens of state decisions recognizing same-sex marriage, held in 2015 that the Constitution required states to license it.
As in Arizona v. United States, Heart of Atlanta Motel, and Morrison,
states in the same-sex marriage argument diverged on what rules were in
states’ interests. Fifteen states, led by Louisiana, argued that their decisions
on marriage were « the most elementary form of self-government guaranteed by our Constitution », and that only the « democratic process » could
constitutionally alter such laws through the development of a consensus « at
the state level144 ». In its independent filing arguing for a presumption of
constitutionality for state rules, Alabama explained: « this case is about
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Valiuliené, §§ 74-75, 86.
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Eremia, § 50. The ECtHR further explained that to do so required state authorities to
« conduct an effective official investigation into the alleged ill-treatment, even if … inflicted by private individuals », and an « adequate legal framework » (ibid., §§ 51, 52, 56). An
example of a framework that sufficed comes from Rumor v. Italy, App. No. 72964/10, Eur.
Ct. H.R. (27 May 2014).
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Curiae Supporting Respondents at 1-2, Obergefell v. Hodges, 135 S. Ct. 2584 (2015) (Nos.
14–556, 14–562, 14–571, 14–574), 2015 WL 1608213, *1-2; see also ibid., at *2, 12, 21
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consensus » at the state level (quoting Windsor v. United States, 133 S. Ct. 2675, 2692
(2013))).
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more than marriage. It is also about the proper role of the federal courts in
scrutinizing state policy decisions145 ».
Yet the 2015 Obergefell majority focused instead on the foundational
importance of individual rights to the American constitutional order that
rendered the denial of marriage licenses an « injustice146 ». Indeed, the term
« federalism » is mentioned by name in only one of the dissents 147 . The
Obergefell majority’s decision to ignore federalism was not the first time it
gave little attention to arguments from localism in marriage discrimination.
In the 1960s, when ruling in Loving v. Virginia that criminalization of biracial marriages breached the Constitution, the Court likewise spent little time
on state authority over family life, and only noted that Virginia had not argued it had « unlimited » authority « to regulate marriage148 ». Virginia had
staked its claims on the history of the Fourteenth Amendment and argued
that in the nineteenth century, it had not been intended to dislodge statutes
on biracial marriages. Virginia asserted that because questions about whether interracial marriage was harmful required analysis of scientific evidence
and social policy, the issue was one for state legislatures to decide, rather
than by either state or federal courts149.
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Brief of Amicus Curiae State of Alabama in Support of Respondents at 1, Obergefell,
135 S. Ct. 2548 (Nos. 14–556, 14–562, 14–571, 14–574), 2015 WL 1534344, at *1.
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Obergefell, 135 S. Ct. at 2618 (Roberts, C.J., dissenting) (quoting Griswold v. Connecticut, 381 U.S. 479, 501 (1965) (Harlan, J., concurring in judgment)). Justice Scalia’s dissent,
joined by Justice Thomas, quoted the author of the majority’s opinion, Justice Kennedy,
writing two years earlier in Windsor (ibid., p. 2628 (Scalia, J., dissenting) (footnote citations omitted) (quoting United States v. Windsor, 133 S. Ct. 2675, 2691 (2013) (internal
quotation marks and citation omitted)).:
« [R]egulation of domestic relations is an area that has long been regarded as a virtually exclusive province of the States ».
« [T]he Federal Government, through our history, has deferred to state-law policy decisions
with respect to domestic relations ».

Justice Alito’s dissent, joined by Justice Thomas and Justice Scalia, begins with a discussion that includes the view that « [t]he Constitution leaves that question to be decided by
the people of each State » (ibid., p. 2640 (Alito, J., dissenting)). In another part of that dissent, Justice Alito wrote (ibid., p. 2643, Alito, J., dissenting):
The system of federalism established by our Constitution provides a way for people with different beliefs to live together in a single nation. If the issue of same-sex marriage had been
left to the people of the States, it is likely that some States would recognize same-sex marriage and others would not. It is also possible that some States would tie recognition to protection for conscience rights. The majority today makes that impossible. By imposing its own
views on the entire country, the majority facilitates the marginalization of the many Americans who have traditional ideas.
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Loving v. Virginia, 388 U.S. 1, 7 (1967). Rather, the State argued that the framers of the
Fourteenth Amendment intended that state statutes criminalizing interracial marriage be
applied equally to blacks and whites. Ibid., p. 7-8.
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See Brief of Appellee at 29-31, 38-50, Loving, 388 U.S. 1 (No. 395). The State quoted
the Virginia Supreme Court’s opinion below (ibid., p. 7, 41, internal quotation marks omitted):
A decision by this court [reversing criminalization of interracial marriage] … would be judicial legislation in the rawest sense of that term. Such arguments are properly addressable to
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This dip into marriage discrimination debates offers another example of
the plasticity of state interests. By 2015, Virginia had developed a very different understanding of its own state interests. Virginia submitted an amicus brief
in support of same-sex marriage. While extolling the state’s « contributions to
America’s exceptional form of democracy », Virginia also described its own
repeated failures to understand the meaning of equality150. « Virginia’s government fell short of fidelity » to « equality-of-right » when the state defended
public school segregation in the 1950s, bans on inter-racial marriage in the
1960s, and the exclusion of women from its military institute in the 1990s151.
Each time, Virginia had « invoked federalism » to argue that « education policy and marriage regulation » were « quintessentially State prerogatives that
federal courts should leave alone 152 ». In 2015, Virginia abandoned those
claims and argued for recognition of a national equality right to same-sex marriage.
Because essentialism seems easy and comfortable, I have provided details
of shifts in understanding. Various arenas of social ordering – foreign affairs,
migration, violence, and marriage – that have been linked to one level of government gain new valences through political and social movements. In each,

the legislature, which enacted the law in the first place, and not to this Court, whose prescribed role in the separated powers of government is to adjudicate, and not to legislate.

The State continued (ibid., p. 7-8):
If this Court (erroneously, we contend) should undertake such an inquiry, it would quickly
find itself mired in a veritable Serbonian bog of conflicting scientific opinion upon the effects
of interracial marriage, and the desirability of preventing such alliances, from the physical,
biological, genetic, anthropological, cultural, psychological and sociological point of view.
The available scientific materials are sufficient to support the validity of the challenged Virginia statutes whether the constitutional standard be deemed to require appellants to demonstrate that those statutes are arbitrary, capricious and unreasonable or to require the State to
show a compelling interest in the continuation of its policy prohibiting interracial marriages.
In such a situation it is the exclusive province of the Legislature of each State to make the determination for its citizens as to the desirability of a policy of permitting or preventing such
alliances - a province which the judiciary may not constitutionally invade.
150
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Obergefell, 135 S. Ct. 2548 (Nos. 14–556, 14–562, 14–571, 14–574), 2015 WL 1022690,
at *2.
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rules emanating from different levels of government overlap, and conflicts
emerge153. The judicial resort to essentialism ought not obscure that judges –
and not federalism, pre-ordained – resolve the conflicts as they choose where
constitutional identities lie and when to insist that diversity is intolerable or
not.
III. Federalism Discounts and Court Discounts: « Reasonably Wrong »
Convictions and « Margins of Appreciation » on Prisoners’ voting
rights
Another mediating mechanism is what I term a federalism(s)’ discount,
resulting in a given case either in the differential enforcement of specified
legal precepts or in the under-appreciation of the identitarian claims of subunit authority. My examples come, again, from the United States and Europe, where bodies of law direct judges at the national level to think about
the identity of the subunit when ruling on issues of individual rights.
In the U.S., the law of post-conviction remedies offers an illustration.
The right of judicial review is predicated on federal constitutional guarantees that the writ of habeas corpus not be « suspended154 ». Federal statutes
translate this precept into opportunities for prisoners, held in state or federal
custody, to bring to federal courts claims that their convictions or sentences
violate federal rights. Akin to the European requirement that claimants before the ECtHR seek redress before national courts, in the U.S., prisoners in
state custody must « exhaust » available state remedies. In recent decades,
both Congress and the Supreme Court have sharply narrowed the grounds
for review by requiring federal judges to decide not only that state court
judgments wrongly applied clearly established federal precedents but also
did so « unreasonably ».
That inquiry resembles the European doctrine of the « margin of appreciation », which requires judges sitting on the European Court of Human
Rights (ECtHR) to assess whether legal positions taken by Contracting Parties are « outside » a range of reasonable variations. A voluminous literature
addressed the European doctrine of the margin of appreciation, begun in the
courts and now being enshrined in Protocol No. 15 to the European Convention on Human Rights and becoming linked to the European Union’s doctrine
of subsidiarity155. When the ECtHR relies on the margin to accede to a na-
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of Human Rights » Protocol No. 15 to the Convention for the Protection of Human Rights
and Fundamental Freedoms, 24 June 2013, CETS 213.
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tional judgment, it could – in U.S. terms – be understood as permitting a
fair-minded but potentially wrong decision to stand. And when the Court
declines to do so, it may be read to rule that the subunit’s stance is outside
the boundaries of reasonableness. In both the U.S. and Europe, the degree to
which the subunit’s position is an outlier has relevance, as judges consider
the clarity of a right (in U.S. parlance, « clearly established ») and, at times,
explore whether a « consensus » (to borrow from Europe) exists about a
right’s import.
Further, and again paralleling the U.S. federalism discounts, the margin
can be read as an effort to calibrate the institutional challenges that implementation could pose156. The ECtHR relies – like all courts – primarily on voluntary compliance for implementation of its orders, complemented by help from
the executive branch, in this instance the Committee of Ministers157. Given
that the ECtHR is committed to reading the Convention as a « living » document158, federalism discounts presume the desirability of spaces for debate and
revision both within and across Contracting Parties. The margin could also be
understood to be « living » in that it can and has shifted, as demonstrated by a
Protocol No. 16, Article 1 provides for High Contracting Party’s « highest courts and tribunals » to request « advisory opinions on questions … relating to the interpretation or application of the rights and freedoms defined in the Convention or the protocols », and when
doing so should give reasons for such requests. Five judges of the Grand Chamber were
given authority to respond, and had to explain any refusals in doing so. Protocol No. 16 to
the Convention for the Protection of Human Rights and Fundamental Freedoms,
2 Oct. 2013, CETS 214. Ten ratifications are necessary for going into force, and as of the
fall
of 2016,
six
Contracting
Parties
have
done
so.
https://www.coe.int/en/web/conventions/full-list//conventions/treaty/214/signatures?p_auth=edPOBIRI. See generally F. FABBRINI, The
Margin of Appreciation and the Principle of Subsidiarity: A Comparison (iCourts Working
Paper Series No. 15, 2015), http://papers.ssrn.com/sol3/papers.cfm?abstract_id=2552542,
and discussion infra.
The parallel practice of the Court of Justice of the European Communities (CJEU) to defer
at times to national decision-making is the subject of the dissertation by H. Eklund,
National Margins of Discretion in the Court of Justice of the European Union’s
Adjudication of Fundamental Rights: Studies of Interconnectedness, European University
Institute (EUI), PhD, 2016. Eklund argues that the CJEU deals with a wider variety of conflicts than does the ECtHR, in which deference to subunits is argued to be appropriate. She
described the deployment of margins sometimes in service of permitting deviation, other
times reflecting the balancing of the fundamental freedoms of EU internal market law with
the protection of fundamental rights, and in other instances, addressing whether secondary
legislation, by violating fundamental rights, breaches EU precepts.
156

Above I sketched the habeas context, and another discount comes by way of the doctrine of
state sovereign immunity, sometimes explained as avoiding a direct clash between federal
courts and states, which may not comply if ordered to pay money from treasuries or otherwise
perform. See, e.g., V.C. JACKSON, « The Supreme Court, the Eleventh Amendment, and
State Sovereign Immunity », Yale L.J., 98, 1988.
157

The Court imposes monetary sanctions, and more recently, has come to issue « pilot judgments » to apply across a set of cases. See Broniowski v. Poland, App. No. 31442/96, 2004-V
Eur. Ct. H.R. 1 (2004); Registry of the European Court of Human Rights, Rules of the Court
31,
R-61
(as
amended
Feb. 20,
2012)
http://www.echr.coe.int/Documents/Rules_Court_ENG.pdf.
158

See L. WILDHABER, « The European Court of Human Rights: The Past, the Present, the
Future », Am. U. Int’l L. Rev., 22, 2007.
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series of cases challenging the refusal to change birth records to reassign genders. In 1986, a challenge to a U.K. provision prohibiting revisions was denied, but in 2002, the ECtHR decided that the U.K. rule « no longer » fell
within the margin159.
The ECtHR’s 1976 Handyside judgment is the oft-cited origin of the doctrine; the Court described itself as according a « margin » and a « power » of
appreciation by permitting the United Kingdom to destroy a Danish book,
claimed to violate U.K.’s Obscene Publications Act, over objections from the
publisher that doing so violated the European Convention’s free expression
rights160. The ECtHR’s formal explanation of its deference was that the national government, acting pursuant to law, was better situated to assess the
need to protect youths than was the European Court. As in the context of habeas corpus in the United States, the result could be characterized as changing
the underlying right by altering the test of free expression or as acquiescing to
a deviation from that Convention right. A key feature of discounts – as detailed below – is that the breadth of a deviation is not readily assessed in the
individual instance. The contours depend on subsequent rulings.
Since the 1970s, the ECtHR has regularly resorted to « the margin of appreciation », often in conjunction with discussion of whether a « consensus » 161 exists among the Contracting Parties (now numbering forty-seven
members) about a particular issue162. (Consensus may imply a degree of una-

159

See Rees v. United Kingdom, App. No. 9532/81 Eur. Ct. H.R. (1986); Goodwin v. United Kingdom, App. No. 28957/95 Eur. Ct. H.R. (2002). Thanks to Kim Scheppele for pointing me to this example.
160

See Handyside v. United Kingdom, App. No. 5493/72, 24 Eur. Ct. H.R. (ser. A) 737
at §§ 47, 49 (1976). The idea of the subunit as better situated to judge is at the center of
S.H. and Others v. Austria [GC], no. 57813/00, 3 November 2011, focused on access to reproductive technology.
161

See generally K. DZEHTSIAROU, European Consensus and the Legitimacy of the European Court of Human Rights, Cambridge, Cambridge University Press, 2015. For a discussion of the work of consensus in the United States, see R. M. HILLS, Jr., « Counting
States », Harv. J.L. & Pub. Pol’y, 32, 2009.
162

A large literature ponders the consistency and legitimacy of the « margin ». See, e.g.,
J. GERARDS, « Pluralism, Deference and the Margin of Appreciation Doctrine », Eur. L.J.,
17, 2011; J.L. MURRAY, « Consensus: Concordance, or Hegemony of the Majority? », in
Dialogue Between Judges (European Court of Human Rights, Council of Europe, 2008),
http://www.echr.coe.int/Documents/Dialogue_2008_ENG.pdf; B. PETKOVA, « The Role of
Majoritarian Activism in Precedent Formation at the European Court of Human Rights », in
A. VAUCHEZ (dir.), The Fabric of International Jurisprudence: An Interdisciplinary Encounter, Robert Shuman Centre for Advanced Studies, EUI Working Paper 2012/51, 2012,
http://cadmus.eui.eu/handle/1814/24095; D. SPIELMANN, Allowing the Right Margin: The
European Court of Human Rights and The National Margin of Appreciation Doctrine:
Waiver or Subsidiarity of European Review?, Centre for European Legal Studies, Working
Papers
Series,
Feb.
2012,
http://www.cels.law.cam.ac.uk/cels_lunchtime_seminars/Spielmann%20%20margin%20of
%20appreciation%20cover.pdf. See generally G. LETSAS, A Theory of Interpretation of the
European Convention on Human Rights, Oxford, Oxford University Press, 2007;
L. WILDHABER, « The European Court of Human Rights: The Past, the Present, the Future », Am. U. Int’l L.Rev., 22, 2007.
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nimity that has prompted one commentator to argue that looking for a
« trend » would be a better description of the nature of the inquiry163). The
margin/consensus analytics intersect with another technique of interpretation:
proportionality, which launches a series of evaluative decisions about whether
a right has been violated and, if so, whether the state did so in accordance with
law, had permissible reasons to do so, and the intrusion was proportionate to
the state’s interests164. Just as the U.S. Supreme Court is regularly criticized
for inconsistent or uneven application of jurisprudential federalism doctrines,
the ECtHR’s margin case law offers many variations – prompting commentators to argue the wisdom of applying this form of a discount.
Federalism discounts deepen or relax commitments to particular rights
by marking some to be central to the identity of the subunits or to the larger
configuration. All of the decisions entail a series of judgments about the existence and scope of rights, the degree of variation, and how to balance
competing claims. When subunits are given discounts, asymmetries can result. Those who reside within that subunit may have more or less protection
than individuals in other subunits; uncertainty about the expansion (the
« width ») of margins likewise follows. When rights claims prevail, questions of compliance and of backlash can emerge. These federalism discounts
are generally explained as protective of subunit decision-making but they
can also serve the central authority by enabling it to avoid confrontations
about the implementation of rights in unreceptive venues.
Terms such as « incrementalism » and « soft nudges » or « hard
shoves » are sometimes deployed to talk about aspects of the interactions I
discuss here. Yet such nomenclature overstates the relevant actors’ capacity
to calibrate their decisions (often negotiated in a multi-judge court) and to
predict the impact and subsequent course of events. Whether an action turns
out to be a gentle nudge or a hard shove can be ascertained only later – after
particular rulings gain (or not) saliency and metrics are chosen to assess the
impacts. My choice of the word discount (with deliberate echoes of economic valuation) aims to underscore that authorizing variation may be loyal
to federalisms’ commitments to diversity but also entails tolerating deviation from a previously-set norm. At the time that the discount is given, one
cannot know whether (to keep the commodification metaphor) the price of
the contested behaviors will go up or down thereafter, whether the subunit
will conform, and whether the larger unit will be besieged or praised for its
decision.
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K. DZEHTSIAROU, European Consensus and the Legitimacy…, op. cit., n. 162, p. 2, 1214. Of course, judgments as to whether a consensus exists at what level of generality is one
issue; what counts as evidence of consensus and what justifies divergence are others.
164

Proportionality analyses are, like those relying on margins and consensus, the subject of
extensive debates. See, e.g., A. BARAK, « Proportionality and Principled Balancing », Law
& Ethics of Human Rights, 4-1, 2010; V.C. JACKSON, « Constitutional Law in the Age of
Proportionality », Yale L. J., 124, 2015; Id., « Being Proportional About Proportionality »,
Constitutional Commentary, 21, 2004; A.S. SWEET & J. MATHEWS, « Proportionality Balancing and Global Constitutionalism », Colum. J.Transnat’l L., 47, 2008.
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Below, through detailing aspects of the U.S. law of habeas corpus and
conflicts in Europe about prisoner voting rules, I explain why discounts are
normatively preferable to essentialist approaches, even as I also detail the
difficulties of assessing what interests are served and which harms imposed
by the mediating possibilities of discounts. Further, not all discounts are the
same and when discounts incorporate jurisdictional essentialism (as does the
form of blanket exemptions from federal oversight currently provided by the
U.S. habeas jurisprudence), discounts lose their potential for creative mediation.
A. Giving Discounts: « Fair-minded » Disagreements about the Meaning
of the Constitutional Rights of Criminal Defendants in the United States
To understand the context prompting federalism discounts in criminal
constitutional law in the United States requires a quick review of the different demands placed on state and federal courts. State courts not only predate
the creation of the federal system but also have far outstripped federal courts
in terms of the growth and breadth of their dockets. The lower federal judiciary was (and is) small in part because, in the contemporary language of
American federalism, state courts were (and are) « commandeered » to enforce federal law 165 . The Supremacy Clause of the Constitution obliges
« Judges in every State » to enforce federal law, « the supreme Law of the
Land166 ».
But in the wake of the Civil War, Congress saw the rejection by state
judges and juries of federal equality obligations through the persistent subjugation of former slaves. Legislative responses included expanding federal
court jurisdiction to enable public and private enforcement of the developing federal norms. In 1867, Congress first gave federal judges the authority
to review claims by state prisoners arguing that their custody was in violation of federal rights 167 . That legislation, one of many providing new
grounds for federal court jurisdiction, was matched by new investments in
federal construction, creating a visible « federal presence » through investing large amounts of federal dollars in buildings in localities around the
United States168.

In New York v. United States, Justice O’Connor announced the « anti-commandeering »
principle, limiting congressional capacity to conscript states in enforcing their laws. 505
U.S. 144, 175-76 (1992); see also Printz v. United States, 521 U.S. 898, 913-17, 925-30
(1997) (noting the « absence of executive-commandeering statutes in the early Congresses » and reviewing the Court’s anti-commandeering jurisprudence).
165

166

U.S. Const., art. VI, cl. 2.

167

Act of Feb. 5, 1867, ch. 28, § 1, 14 Stat. 385 (1867).

168

See generally L.A. CRAIG, The Federal Presence: Architecture, Politics, and Symbols in
United States Government Building, Cambridge, MIT Press, 1978; J. RESNIK, « Building
the Federal Judiciary (Literally and Legally): The Monuments of Chief Justices Taft, Warren, and Rehnquist », Indiana L.J., 87, 2012.
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In the decades thereafter, federal laws multiplied, as did the girth of federal institutions. Yet the federal judiciary remains a tiny workforce, with
some 850 authorized life-tenured judgeships 169 , assisted by senior lifetenured judges and a comparable set of statutory judges (magistrate and
bankruptcy) serving term appointments. All told, about 2,000 judges work
in the more than 550 federal courthouses around the United States. The
docket is likewise small; federal courts receive between 350,000400,000 civil and criminal filings a year, plus more than one million bankruptcy petitions170.
In contrast, more than 30,000 judges sit on state courts and do more
than 95 percent of the adjudicatory work in the United States. They deal
with 90-110 million cases filed annually that range from traffic citations to
family, contract, tort, statutory, and constitutional disputes171 . Thus, state
judiciaries continue to bear the primary responsibility for the implementation of both state and federal law. Specifically, about 60,000 criminal filings
come into the federal courts annually; state courts deal with more
than 20 million criminal cases yearly.
The quality of that enforcement and the relationships between the state
and federal legal systems have prompted a host of accommodations, developed through statutes, the common law, and interpretation of the Constitution. Although Supreme Court justices debated allocations of authority, they
did so in terms such as « states’ rights » rather than by reference to « federalism ». That word is not found in published opinions by the federal judiciary
until the 1930s. Initially, « federalism » was used to describe the political configuration of federations in the United States and elsewhere.
Reliance on « federalism » as a legal justification for deferring to states
emerged in the later part of the twentieth century, when « states’ rights » were
linked to opposition to the Second Reconstruction of the 1960s civil rights era.
In the 1970s, Justice Black invoked « Our Federalism » to explain that, even in
the face of allegations that state prosecutions violated federal constitutional
rights, federal courts were not to enjoin pending criminal prosecutions172. In

169

Admin. Office of the U.S. Courts, Judges and Judgeships: Authorized Judgeships
(2014), http://www.uscourts.gov/uscourts/JudgesJudgeships/docs/all-judgeships.pdf; Admin. Office of the U.S. Courts, Chronological History of Authorized Judgeships in U.S. District Courts, http://www.uscourts.gov/uscourts/JudgesJudgeships/docs/history-districtjudgeships.pdf; see also J. RESNIK, « The Privatization of Process: Requiem for and Celebration of the Federal Rules of Civil Procedure at 75 », U. Pa. L. Rev., 162, 2014, p. 1799,
fig. 2.
170

Data are derived from annual reports for the years 2001-2014 available at Admin. Office
of the U.S. Courts, Federal Judicial Caseload Statistics (last updated March 31, 2015),
available at http://www.uscourts.gov/statistics-reports/analysis-reports/federal-judicialcaseload-statistics. See also J. RESNIK, « The Privatization of Process: Requiem for and
Celebration of the Federal Rules of Civil Procedure at 75 », op. cit., p. 1828, fig. 10,
p. 1833, fig. 16, and accompanying text.
See Court Statistics Project, Nat’l Ctr. for State Courts, Examining the Work of State
Courts
2
(2013),
available
at
http://www.courtstatistics.org/~/media/Microsites/Files/CSP/EWSC_CSP_2015.ashx.
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See Younger v. Harris, 401 U.S. 37, 44 (1971).
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the decades thereafter, an expanding law of immunities of states and their employees from lawsuits alleging violations of federal statutory and constitutional
rights came to be explained in federalism terms173, as has been the general
freedom of state judges to interpret state law free from federal judges’ oversight174.
Federalism is a doctrine of deference that, as discussed above, often entails essentialism and, as explicated below, can provide a discount. But it is not
a blank check. Thus, even as the U.S. Supreme Court has expanded a variety
of doctrines so as to insulate state judges and executive officers from review, the Court has also in recent decades regularly displaced state law
through the doctrine of preemption (as the decision in Arizona v. United
States illustrates) and through constitutional interpretation (as in Obergefell v.
Hodges). These rulings eclipse areas of state tort, criminal, and family law,
even though the Morrison majority, ruling on the Violence Against Women
Act, had posited these categories as iconic examples of state court exclusivity.
Turning to the interaction of federal and state systems in post-conviction
litigation, a role for state courts is built into the statutory scheme. Congress requires that, before a federal judge can decide whether a state prisoner is in
custody « in violation of the Constitution or laws or treaties of the United
States175 », a prisoner has to make that claim in state court. Federal judges
are thus put into the position of reviewing two state court processes – the initial proceeding (a trial or guilty plea) producing the conviction and then a
subsequent state habeas proceeding.
One might assume that the federal judge – presumptively expert on federal constitutional rights – is then empowered to decide anew. But beginning in the 1970s, the Supreme Court added layers of constraints on federal
court habeas jurisdiction. Fourth Amendment claims were barred if a defendant had had a « full and fair opportunity » to raise the claims in state
court176. Failure to comply with state procedural rules could likewise result
in preclusion, absent a showing of « cause and prejudice » – interpreted to
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See generally V.C. JACKSON & J. RESNIK, « Sovereignties–Federal, State, and Tribal:
The Story of Seminole Tribe of Florida v. Florida », in Id. (dir.), Federal Courts Stories,
New York, Foundation Press, 2010; M.L. WELLS, Constitutional Remedies: Reconciling
Official Immunity with the Vindication of Rights (U. Georgia Research Paper Series, Paper
No. 2015-5, 2015), http://papers.ssrn.com/sol3/papers.cfm?abstract_id=2577483.
174

The « independent and adequate state ground » doctrine shields state court decisions
from qualifying for federal court review, even when they include judgments on federal
rights. See E. PURCELL, « The Story of Michigan v. Long: Supreme Court Review and the
Workings of American Federalism », in V.C. JACKSON & J. RESNIK (dir.), Federal Courts
Stories, op. cit., p. 117-19. That doctrine helped to generate law as « state » versus « federal »,
and to sustain the identity of state courts as sources of law. As is familiar, other federations –
such as Canada – have a « unified » system, in which a federal court has the power to review
and to correct a court of a subunit applying that subunit’s own law.
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28 U.S.C. § 2254(a) (2006).

176

See Stone v. Powell, 428 U.S. 465 (1976).
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mean something more than inept lawyering177. Criminal defendants had to
establish a reason external to their case (such as a hidden document) for the
failure to raise a claim and further, that if the information had been known
and the claim raised, the outcome could have been different. Moreover, direct allegations of unconstitutionally inadequate counsel services are reviewed, after conviction, with deep deference. In the 1980s, the Court held
that to show ineffective assistance of counsel, a convicted prisoner had the
burden of demonstrating both that the lawyering was below what a minimally adequate lawyer would have done and again that prejudice resulted: that,
as a result, « there is a reasonable probability » that an outcome would have
been different, « absent the deficient act or omission178 ». Further, habeas
corpus cases could rarely be the basis for developing new readings of constitutional obligations179.
In 1996, Congress codified a good many of the judge-made restrictions
and added some of its own. Included was the directive that federal judges
accord finality to state court judgments denying prisoners relief on a claim,
if
adjudicated on the merits in State court proceedings unless the adjudication … resulted in a decision that was contrary to, or involved an unreasonable application of, clearly established Federal law, as determined by
the Supreme Court of the United States180.

Once a state issues a decision, this statute’s « highly deferential
standards kick in 181 ». In 2011, the Supreme Court explained that this
provision ensures that federal review is limited to « extreme malfunctions in
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See, e.g., Wainwright v Sykes, 433 U.S. 72 (1977); Coleman v. Thompson, 501 U.S. 722
(1991). In Trevino v. Thaler, 133 S. Ct. 1911 (2013), and in Martinez v. Ryan, 132 S. Ct.
1309 (2012), the Court identified a « narrow exception », when petitioners bring claims of
ineffective assistance of counsel that necessarily require expanding the trial court record
and hence are appropriately dealt with on collateral review, and a lawyer’s ineffectiveness
at that stage blocks federal review.
178

Hinton v. Alabama, 134 S. Ct. 1081, 1083 (2014) (citing Strickland v. Washington, 466
U.S. 668, 687-688 (1984)); see also Williams v. Taylor, 529 U.S. 362 (2000). See generally
S.B. BRIGHT & S.M. SANNEH, « Fifty Years of Defiance and Resistance After Gideon v.
Wainwright », 122 Yale L.J., 122, 2013. 2150 (2013). A rare example of potentially surmounting that hurdle is the per curiam Hinton ruling that a lawyer who did not know to ask
for legally-available funds to pay for expert assistance in a trial in which the defendant
faced the death penalty was ineffective, as that lawyer had committed « an inexcusable mistake of law » (134 S. Ct. at 1089). The Court was « clear » that federal judges were not to
inquire into the « qualifications of experts hired and experts that might have been hired »
(ibid.). But the question of prejudice was left to the Alabama Court of Criminal Appeals
(ibid., p. 1090).
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Teague v. Lane, 489 U.S. 288, 316 (1989).
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Antiterrorism and Effective Death Penalty Act of 1996, Pub. L. No. 104-132, 110 Stat.
1214 (codified as amended at 28 U.S.C. §2241 sq.). See generally M. TUSHNET &
L. YACKLE, « Symbolic Statutes and Real Laws: The Pathologies of the Antiterrorism and
Effective Death Penalty Act and the Prison Litigation Reform Act », Duke L. J., 47, 1997.
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Davis v. Ayala, 135 S. Ct. 2187, 2198 (2015) (majority opinion by Justice Alito).
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the state criminal justice systems » rather than « ordinary » errors182. Federal
overrides are permitted only when « there is no possibility fair minded
jurists could disagree that the state court’s decision conflicts » with the
Court’s precedents183.
Under this test, explained as avoiding intrusion on « state
sovereignty »184 as well as respecting states’ « sovereign power to punish
offenders and their good-faith attempts to honor constitutional rights185 », a
state prisoner has to show that the state court’s ruling « was so lacking in
justification that there was an error well understood and comprehended in
existing law beyond any possibility for fair-minded disagreement 186 ».
Federal judges therefore have to puzzle about what kinds of interpretations
merit the characterization of « fair-mindedness » and the differences
between « ordinary » errors and « reasonable » misapplications of federal
law, as well as when to characterize processes or outcomes as « extreme
malfunctions187 ». That charter became more demanding when the Supreme
Court held that even if state courts issue only a few written lines
(« postcard » judgments, which are commonplace) and do not give reasons
for denying petitions, federal judges must assume that reasons exist, supply
them, and then accord them deference188.
How is one to assess the impact of rulings that federal law formally
applies but that leave states largely unsupervised? In terms of individuals,
the case law is replete with instances leaving habeas petitioners with federal
rights deprived (but not « unreasonably » so) and incarcerated for life or
subject to the death penalty 189 . In terms of the rights themselves, the
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Harrington v. Richter, 562 U.S. 86, 102 (2011) (quotations omitted).
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Ibid. On occasion, the exacting burdens of the federal test can be met. For example, in
Brumfield v. Cain, 135 S. Ct. 2269 (2015), the Court concluded, in a five-to-four ruling,
that a federal trial court was required to hold a hearing about Mr. Brumfield’s intellectual
capacity and that the state’s rejection of his claim was an « unreasonable » resolution of
facts related to the relationship between IQ scores and intellectual disability and to his
« adaptive impairment » (ibid., p. 2277-2282).
184

Harrington, 562 U.S. at 103.
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Engle v. Isaac, 456 U.S. 107, 128 (1982).
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Harrington, 562 U.S. at 102.
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See, e.g., Simpson v. Warren, 475 Fed. Appx. 51 (6th Cir. 2012); Garrus v. Secretary of
Pennsylvania Dept. of Corrections, 694 F.3d 394 (3d Cir. 2012); Lewis v. Thaler, 701 F.3d
783 (5th Cir. 2012), cert. denied, 133 S. Ct. 1739 (2013).
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See Cullen v. Pinholster, 563 U.S. 170 (2011). As in many instances, the ECtHR has a
different approach. See, e.g. Hansen v. Norway, no. 15319/09, 2 October 2014. As the dissenter explained, « The main issue in this case is to what extent a court of appeal – acting as
the second instance – is required under Article 6 § 1 of the Convention to give reasons in
filtering proceedings, and in particular whether it may limit itself to a general formulation
to the effect that the case has no prospect of success. In the view of the majority, such brief
reasoning was not acceptable ».
189

See S.B. BRIGHT, « The Failure to Achieve Fairness: Race and Poverty Continue to Influence Who Dies », U. of Pa. J. Const. L., 11, 2008.
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discounts largely tolerate dilution of rights, undermining their import and
licensing further deviations or under-enforcement 190 . In terms of costs to
federal judges, the labyrinth that the doctrine requires them to explore
results in long decisions focused on parsing the kinds of errors made rather
than the underlying justice of letting a conviction or a sentence stand191.
Lower court judges often write lengthy opinions, reflecting the time
required to parse records to decide whether a petitioner (usually selfrepresented) has successfully surmounted the various federal procedural
hoops192. In addition to workload, some federal judges bridle at being tasked
with upholding judgments that have federal constitutional failings193.
In contrast, the Supreme Court’s majority describes its system as
respectful of state courts, on the front lines of criminal justice, of state
citizenry protected by their criminal justice system, and of federal judges
who, despite the current labor-intensive review if dealing thoroughly with
files, are freed from even a greater torrent of filings. In addition to buffering
federal court from potential cases, the Court has also protected its judiciary
from the potential struggle with state systems over implementation of
federal constitutional rights.
Whether states benefit from the under-enforcement of federal constitutional rights requires more inquiry. For example, federal court mandates –
such as requiring adequate prison conditions – have sometimes worked to
augment criminal justice budgets by providing leverage in some state legislatures to gain resources194. Moreover, on occasion, states have argued for
the Court to expand federal constitutional rights. In the 1960s, twenty-three
states filed an amicus brief in Gideon v. Wainwright – urging the Court to
read the Sixth Amendment as requiring states to provide lawyers for unrepresented indigent felony defendants 195 . Even as many states had, be-
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Fifty years after Gideon v. Wainwright, complaints of the failures to live up to its
« promise » are legion. See generally Symposium, « The Gideon Effect: Rights, Justice,
and Lawyers Fifty Years After Gideon v. Wainwright », Yale L. J., 122, 2013.
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Justice Stevens argued in several opinions that rather than a host of « procedural hurdles », the issue ought to be on whether a person merited release because of substantive or
procedural failings. See, e.g., Engle v. Isaac, 456 U.S. 107, 136 (1982) (Stevens, J., concurring in part and dissenting in part).
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The high administrative costs of federal habeas litigation contrast with the low success
rate of such litigation – « only 0.82% of petitioners obtain any sort of relief ».
S.R. WISEMAN, « What Is Federal Habeas Worth? », Fla.L.Rev., 67, 2015, p. 1161 (citing
N.J. KING, « Non-Capital Habeas Cases After Appellate Review: An Empirical Analysis »,
Fed. Sent’g Rep., 24, 2012, p. 309).
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See, e.g., S.R. REINHARDT, « The Demise of Habeas Corpus and the Rise of Qualified
Immunity: The Court’s Ever Increasing Limitations on the Development and Enforcement
of Constitutional Rights and Some Particularly Unfortunate Consequences », Mich. L. Rev.,
113, 2015, p. 1220-1221; A. KOZINSKI, « Criminal Law 2.1 », Georgetown L. J. Annual
Rev. Crim. Law, 44, 2015. Both are federal judges calling for reform of these limits on federal court oversight of state criminal proceedings.
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See, e.g., Brown v. Plata, 131 S. Ct. 1910 (2011).
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See Brief for the State Government as Amici Curiae, Gideon v. Wainwright, 372 U.S.
335 (1963) (No. 155), 1962 WL 115122. The amicus brief listed twenty-two states as sig-
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fore 1963, a nascent system of defender services196, the federal ruling provided a basis for expansion197. And even when a federal judge rules on behalf of a habeas petitioner, the order is limited (in my terms, state regarding), because it requires the release or retrial of an individual but does not
include structural injunctive relief. The question of compliance, going forward, is left to the states to fashion.
Under-enforcement of federal constitutional rights may have imposed
another form of cost on states. Commentators across the political spectrum
now embrace the view that the country has been too punitive; some two million people are in jails and prisons198. State budgets are swamped by the expense of housing this aging population, in need of medical and mental
health care.
Some states have responded by obtaining funds from criminal defendants, charged if put on probation, or fined. State and local prosecutors send
scores of individuals through low-cost prosecution « mills » – putting them
into jails or extracting sums of money and rolling them into debt. The racially disparate impacts are well known199. In 2008, 1 in 100 adults were under
state control; « one in 30 men between the ages of 20 and 34 » was « behind
bars », but for « black males in that age group the figure [was] one in

natories, but New Jersey had been inadvertently left out. See B.A. GREEN, « Gideon’s Amici: Why Do Prosecutors So Rarely Defend the Rights of the Accused? », Yale Law Journal,
122, p. 2340, n. 19 (citing A. LEWIS, Gideon’s Trumpet, New York, Random House, 1964,
p. 148). New Jersey’s participation was ultimately included in the reported decision (ibid.).
In addition to Florida, which defended its rule, Alabama also argued that the Sixth
Amendment did not require states to appoint counsel to indigent felony defendants. See
Amicus Curiae Brief for the State of Alabama Presented by Its Attorney General, MacDonald Gallion, Gideon, 372 U.S. 335 (No. 155), 1962 WL 75210.
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At the time that Gideon was decided, thirty-seven states expressly required counsel for
indigent defendants. Brief for Petitioner at 30, Gideon v. Wainwright, 372 U.S. 335 (1963)
(No. 155), 1962 WL 75206, at *30.
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S. MAYEUX, « What Gideon Did », Columbia L. Rev., 116, 2016 (discussing Massachusetts’ pre-Gideon indigent defense system and the positive impact of Gideon on it).
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In 2013, the Bureau of Justice Statistics reported 2,220,300 people were so incarcerated.
See Bureau of Justice Statistics, Correctional Populations in the United States 2 tbl.1
(2013), http://www.bjs.gov/content/pub/pdf/cpus13.pdf.
199

Yet post-conviction claims of racial discrimination have gotten short shrift. In the 1980s,
the Supreme Court rejected a challenge that showed statistical disparities demonstrating
that when blacks were found guilty of killing a white person, they were more likely to be
sentenced to death. McCleskey v. Kemp, 481 U.S. 279, 297 (1987). In 2015, the Supreme
Court, five-to-four, upheld a conviction despite a state judge’s decision when evaluating
whether the prosecutor had violated the defendant’s constitutional right to nondiscriminatory jury selection to talk with the prosecution alone; the defendant lawyer had
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jury, that prosecutor had violated federal law. Davis, 135 S. Ct. at 2199. The majority concluded that Mr. Ayala could not show harm because, had the defendant’s lawyer been present and challenged the exclusions, it was not likely that the lawyer would have succeeded.
Ibid., p. 2199-07.
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nine200 ». By 2015, police shootings of black men in several cities and the
tactics of local prosecutors and judges dealing with poor individuals subjected to fines had produced new documentation of the distrust of law enforcement and declining social cohesion201.
The federal courts could have helped by insisting decades ago on closer
compliance to federal obligations requiring real investments in criminal defense services, obliging prosecutors to disgorge exculpatory information,
and insisting that judges screen for racial bias in grand and petit juror selection and in trials and sentencing. In contrast, the Court has refused the opportunity to use habeas corpus to monitor quality, just as it has shaped other
doctrines that limit federal judges from overseeing state policing and prosecution when claims of violations of rights are made.
Instead of particularized decisions that at times provide for temporizing
accommodations, for example, in response to an unusual spike in a state’s
criminal caseload or other special circumstances, the Supreme Court has accorded discounts to state criminal procedures across the board, justified
through essentializing criminal prosecution as an arena of state governance.
The result has been to underprice what states ought to have to spend, were
they to convict and sentence people in full accordance with constitutional
obligations. The costs are also borne in the federal system, as judges have to
respond to tens of hundreds of unrepresented prisoners, tasked with navigating detailed procedural requirements.
Moreover, the Supreme Court has undervalued its own method of engaging with state criminal justice systems. If and when an individual succeeds, the judgment formally relates only to that person, leaving states free
to shape methods to implement the rules prospectively through what Robert
Cover and Alexander Aleinikoff called « dialectical federalism 202 ». The
posture again has parallels in Europe. The ECtHR requires its member states
to provide protection from violence for vulnerable individuals through avenues for adjudication and sanctions. But the method of doing so is left to the
national level203.
Returning to the United States, the « unreasonably wrong » approach is
not only an artifact of federalism. The same doctrines imposing barriers to
habeas are applied to federal as well as to state prisoners, alleging violations
of their constitutional rights by federal prosecutors, judges, or ineffective
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(Mar.
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lawyers204. In this sense, the discounts are not genuinely respectful of states
as specially situated actors, but predicated instead on concerns about crime
control that license expanded government control, whatever the level at
which it occurs. The claimed deference to distinctive political communities
to respect their autonomy collapses into an undifferentiated toleration of a
landscape of punishment. The result is that neither federal and state judges
nor legislatures are required to spend their time assessing how to respond to
the failings of constitutional pronouncements of rights, even as policing,
prosecution, and prisons are widely regarded as profoundly deficient, in legal, moral, and economic terms205.
Just as in Morrison, when the Court’s ruling took federal courts out of
addressing the relationship of violence to equality, the habeas doctrines cut
off explorations of the Constitution’s relationship to the system of criminalizing behavior and to the questions of when to term that process just. The
most important juncture of individuals’ relationship to the state is left with
little by way of substantive constitutional content about the boundaries of
government intrusion. Federal court involvement is no panacea, but its absence has not only reduced the pressures that federal rulings could have imposed but also reduced input from the country’s most well-resourced jurists.
B. Declining to Discount: Voting by Prisoners under the European Convention
Having provided a sense of the complexity of parsing what harms and
benefits flow from authorizing deviations from centrally-avowed rights in
the United States and the defects of blanket discounts, I turn now to an example of an initial refusal to provide a federalism discount and some of its
ramifications. My exemplar is the holding by the European Court of Human
Rights in 2005 in Hirst v. U.K.206 that the U.K.’s ban on voting rights of
prisoners violated Convention rights – followed by that court’s 2011 pilot
judgment continuing to find the U.K. ban unlawful; the ECtHR’s 2012 approval of an Italian prisoner voting ban for those incarcerated for five years or
more; and the ECtHR’s refusal to award filing costs in 2015 and in 2016 to
prisoners complaining about the U.K.’s refusal to alter its ban207. The details
make plain the choices when characterizing rights, assessing jurisdictions’
rules if searching for consensus, calibrating the kind of discount given208, and
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repeatedly assessing the impact on both courts and subunits of the decisions
made.
The debate about the obligation to provide some form of voting rights to
prisoners centers around Article 3 of Protocol No. 1 to the European Convention on Human Rights, which provides that « the High Contracting Parties undertake to hold free elections at reasonable intervals by secret ballot, under
conditions which will ensure the free expression of the opinion of the people in
the choice of the legislature209 ». This text prompts several questions including
whether it creates an individual entitlement to its enforcement, which elections
are covered210, who constitutes « the people », and what if any restrictions are
permissible. During the last two decades, the ECtHR has responded by reading
this formulation to create an implied individual right-to-vote and by ruling that
restrictions of this right must be proportionate211. Thus, limits on universal suffrage have to have legitimate aims, translated to include enhancing civil responsibility, respect for the rule of law, and assuring the proper functioning of
democratic regimes212.
The focal point of the current debate is the U.K. practice that has varied
over time. From 1870 until 1967, England did not let prisoners convicted of
felonies vote but permitted individuals « serving sentences of less than
12 months » for misdemeanors to vote213. In 1983, the U.K. changed its rule
and prohibited all persons convicted of crimes and incarcerated from voting in
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Article 3, Protocol No. 1 to the European Convention for the Protection of Human
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« any parliamentary or local government election214 ». In 2000, the U.K. modified that provision by restoring voting to people detained in prison but awaiting trial215. In 1998, the U.K. enacted its Human Rights Act, making European
Convention rights domestically applicable216. In 2001, the English courts – relying on a proportionality analysis – denied a challenge to the prisoner voting
ban 217 . In 2005, in Hirst v. U.K., the ECtHR first ruled on whether
the 1983 provision violated the Convention right to vote218.
Before the ECtHR, the U.K. argued that it was owed deference in constituting its own electorate and therefore that it could make the determination to
exclude, temporarily, individuals imprisoned for violating its laws219. Moreover, the U.K. explained that its voting restrictions were tailored, in that they
were limited to those whose violation of the laws was « serious enough » as to
result in incarceration, rather than applied to civil contemnors or pretrial detainees; further, that the disenfranchisement lasted only during the period of
incarceration220. But the 2005 Hirst ruling rejected the U.K. ban.
When doing so, the ECtHR discussed practices around Europe to ascertain
the degree to which the U.K. stood apart. The court counted eighteen countries
that permitted prisoners to vote without restriction, thirteen in which prisoners
could not vote, and twelve that authorized voting with some limits221. The ECtHR also widened its lens, to consider court decisions in Canada and in South
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Africa, both of which had mandated that prisoners be permitted to vote222. As
for the rights at stake, the ECtHR characterized the Convention right as « vitally important223 » and chastised the English Parliament for providing no evidence of efforts to « weigh the competing interests or to assess the proportionality of a blanket ban 224 ». Noting that « the margin of appreciation is wide,
[but] it is not all-embracing225 », the Court held the U.K. in violation of the
Convention226. The ECtHR then left « it to the legislature to decide on the
choice of means for securing » the voting rights guaranteed by the Convention227.
Given that the statute at issue dated from 1983, that it was modified to exclude pre-trial detainees in 2000, and that the U.K. had acquiesced in other
high-saliency ECtHR judgments (such as the obligation to end discrimination
based on sexual orientation in its navy228), one might have expected compliance. But resistance followed. In the years after the Hirst decision, political
parties hostile to involvement in Europe gained power in the U.K. and groups
within Scotland, arguing for greater independence, challenged the authority of
the U.K. In 2010, other prisoners returned to the ECtHR to seek relief; the
applicants in Greens and M.T. argued that the British ban had prevented
them from participating in European Parliament elections in 2009 and that
they would lose their opportunity in 2011 to vote in elections to the Scottish
Parliament229.
The ECtHR admonished the U.K. for its continuing violation of Convention rights and its failure « to abide by the final judgment230 ». The Court
directed that, « in light of the lengthy delay in implementing that decision
and the significant number of repetitive applications », the U.K. was, within
six months, to propose legislation to amend its felon disenfranchisement
laws to be « Convention-compliant » and thereafter to enact such legislation
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« within any such period as may be determined by the Committee of Ministers231 ».
That decision was again met with resistance. « Britain must stand firm
against this growing abuse of power by unaccountable judges232 » was what
a member of Parliament said, while the Prime Minister opined that it made
him « physically ill to contemplate giving the vote to prisoners. They should
lose some rights including the right to vote233 ». In 2011, the country’s second most senior judge provided assurance that « the domestic courts would
not interfere if Parliament chose to reject the controversial decision », as the
issue was a « ‘political decision’ and if the Government chose to ignore a
Strasbourg ruling there would be ‘nothing objectionable’ in British law234 ».
As Britain resisted, the ECtHR ruled in 2012 on prisoner voting in
Scoppola v. Italy, in which the Court upheld an Italian provision, imposing a
permanent disenfranchisement (with a slim chance of its removal) on individuals serving prison sentences of five years or more235. The Scoppola ruling distinguished Hirst by noting that the Italian ban did not impose « disenfranchisement in connection with minor offenses » and was not « general,
automatic, and indiscriminate236 ». Rather, individuals had the option to apply to the government to obtain exemptions and regain voting rights.
The lone dissenting jurist in the Scoppola decision viewed his colleagues’ judgment as a rejection of Hirst. He argued that the Italian rule was
as « blunt » an « instrument » as the U.K. provision struck in Hirst, and he
complained that by affording a margin of appreciation to the Italian ban, his
colleagues had « stripped the Hirst judgment of all of its bite as a landmark
precedent for the protection of prisoners’ voting rights in Europe237 ». As
another member of the Court put it in 2014, it was « difficult » to read
Scoppola as « anything other than a partial overruling » of Hirst238.
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Another kind of cutback came in the 2015 decision in McHugh, ruling
on more than 1,000 applicants and finding that the U.K. had not complied
with its Hirst ruling. The ECtHR refused to order the payment either of
damages to the individuals or the legal costs of the submission239. In 2016,
the Court responded to another 22 applicants, and again concluded that a
« finding of a violation constitutes in itself sufficient just satisfaction », and
awarded no other forms of relief240 – thereby giving little incentive to lawyers to bring it more claims. And, while the majority in McHugh justified its
refusal to provide those costs on the basis that the rules were so clear and
therefore the cases were so easy to bring that no lawyer was needed, the two
dissents stated that the Scoppola judgment had opened the question of
whether the Court could be persuaded to reject the Hirst rule241.
Indeed, dissenters in 2014 in another application argued that the Court
had been wrong on the merits and that national governments, and not the
ECtHR, were charged by the Convention with the « further realisation of
human rights and fundamental freedoms242 ». Additional arguments that European law permitted restrictions on prisoner voting came from
a 2015 decision by the Court of Justice of the European Union, which held
that a French law (of narrow application) had not deprived the relatively few
prisoners affected by rights protected under the Charter of Fundamental
Rights of the European Union243.
How is one to assess the decade of interactions and the impact of the refusal to provide a discount (via the margin) in Hirst and the interactions
thereafter? After its ruling in Scoppola v. Italy, the ECtHR gave the U.K.
extensions to comply. That 2012 decision seemed to provide an easy route
for compliance; all that was needed was to relax the absolute ban and differentiate among prisoners. Thereafter, a Parliamentary Committee received
testimony on what it could do, with options such as banning voting for prisoners serving four months or more, or for prisoners serving four to six years,
or dropping the ban, or ignoring the European Court’s ruling and continuing
to apply the prohibition to all prisoners in custody244. The hundreds of pages
of submissions to the Parliament made plain that, as former Home Secretary
Jack Straw put it, the U.K. has « paid huge attention » to the European
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Court’s ruling245, even as it has not, as of 2016, altered its rules on prisoner
voting.
Straw argued that the U.K. ought not change its practice because a decision to incarcerate was itself an approach to voting that was not an untextured
ban; custody was, in his view, a reasonable proxy for the « seriousness » of an
offense246. (As John Finnis later opined, because English sentencing practices
result in fewer than ten percent of those convicted being sent to prison, disenfranchisement was not automatic but applied selectively to a targeted subset247). Further, in a 2016 report to Parliament on how the U.K. has responded
to « Human Rights judgments », the Lord Chancellor and Secretary of State
for Justice described the « UK’s record on implementation of ECtHR judgments » by noting the country was, as of 2015 « responsible for 19 (0.2%) of a
total of 10,652 pending judgments before the Committee of Ministers », putting it 31st of out of 47 countries248. That report, with detailed appendices, both
described the plan to set out proposals for a Bill of Rights and seemed intent
on documenting that, for the most part, the U.K. was compliant with, rather
than antagonistic to, human rights precepts.
Yet to focus on the U.K./ECtHR interaction solely through the lens of
what happened to prisoners’ voting is to miss (again borrowing from Jack
Straw) that « at the heart of it ... the issue is the constitutional relationship
between this Parliament and Strasbourg249 ». And, for those in the U.K. eager to limit their relationships with Europe, the ECtHR’s refusal to give a
federalism discount for prisoner voting helped them to promote their claims
of the need for more autonomy. On the particular issue of voting, Parliament
had not, as of 2016, voted on any of the bills altering the blanket ban250.
More generally, U.K. officials led efforts that resulted in the « Brighton
Declaration », a 2012 statement that, while reconfirming commitments to
the European Convention, admonished the ECtHR for its failure to respect
the « sovereign equality of the States », to appreciate the importance of deference through subsidiarity, and to accord wide enough margins of appreciation251.
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That Declaration helped to produce what became Protocol No. 15 – the
first amendment to the Preamble of the Convention on Human Rights and
Fundamental Freedoms since its inception in 1949252 and which, as noted at
the outset, calls on the ECtHR to deploy the margin of appreciation. That 2013
Protocol, which is not effective until ratified by all 47 members253, states
that, under « the principle of subsidiarity » the High Contracting Parties
« have the primary responsibility to secure the rights and freedoms defined
in this Convention, and the Protocols thereto, and that in doing so they enjoy
a margin of appreciation, subject to the supervisory jurisdiction of the European Court of Human Rights254 ».
As in the context of the essentialist federalism stance reflected in debates about the U.S. Violence Against Women Act, aspects of Protocol
No. 15 are symbolic. Subsidiarity in the European Union (as distinct from
the Council of Europe) requires that the EU address « areas which do not
fall » within its « exclusive competence », assessed by deciding if « the objections of the proposed action cannot be sufficiently achieved by the Member States, either at the central level or at the regional or local level, but can
rather, by reason of scale or effects of the proposed action, be better
achieved at Union level255 ». As the description’s own circulatory suggests
and as many commentators have explained, this injunction to European leg-
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islators does not weight a decision in favor of any particular level of governance but creates a presumption of action at the scale in which it is needed256.
Yet the point of Brighton and of Protocol No. 15 is to link the EU’s doctrine of subsidiarity to the ECtHR’s work and to its doctrine of margins, so
as to press the ECtHR to accede to a wider array of domestic decisions257.
Moreover, in addition to limiting the ECtHR, critics in the U.K. argued for
the repeal of its Human Rights Act of 1998 and for withdrawal from the jurisdiction of the ECtHR (a proposition that the U.K.’s own federated state
made complex, given that the devolution of powers to Northern Ireland,
Scotland, and Wales also required that they comply with Convention and
other international human rights obligations of the U.K.)258. After the elections of 2014 in Scotland, pressures on the U.K. intensified. In 2016, the
popular referendum on membership in the European Union resulted in Brexit; the legality of doing so by way of referendum as contrasted with a decision of Parliament is, as of this writing, before the Supreme Court of the
U.K.259 Brexit is an exit from the EU and not the Council of Europe, but
popular pressure against « Europe » does not always draw distinctions
among the distinct forms that « Europe » takes.
One could review these developments and argue that, by refusing to
provide a discount, the ECtHR has paid a substantial price, in terms of its
case law and its stature. One can thus see that federalism discounts are court
discounts, which – when deployed – may try to protect judiciaries from conflicts with subunits. If in a self-protective mode, the ECtHR may have miscalibrated its own authority when it took up voting rights of prisoners, as
well as given fodder to those within the U.K. who sought to distance the
country from Europe. And, of course the tumultuous times in Europe are a
multi-variable phenomenon, of which the case law of the ECtHR is but one
factor.
Defenders of Hirst argue its importance as instantiating a democratic
commitment that all persons in a population who are subject to sovereign
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power ought not to be precluded from exercising authority within it260. Hirst
is also a landmark in prisoners’ rights law for an insistence on the personhood of prisoners. Understanding its impact requires considering more than
the sequence of decisions detailed thus far, so as to look beyond the conflict
between the European court and the subunit. As of 2005, the estimate was that
about one million European prisoners were prohibited from voting261. Once
Hirst was decided, Ireland responded by increasing efforts to enable already
enfranchised prisoners to vote262, and other countries amended legislation on
prisoner voting263. Further, in a series of judgments, the ECtHR also concluded that other countries (including Russia264 and Bulgaria265) were obliged to
permit voting by prisoners.
These rulings are in turn part of criminal justice and prison condition reforms. In 2013, the ECtHR issued an important decision on the « right to
hope »; Vinter v. U.K. held that the U.K.’s « whole life tariff », which appeared to admit virtually no opportunity for release, violated the Charter. Even
if sentenced for gruesome crimes, prisoners have to be given genuine consideration for release at some point266. Once again, and even as the impact would
have been limited (in March of 2014, 55 people had whole life sentences267),
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the U.K. resisted, albeit by arguing that its process for reconsideration on
« compassionate grounds » does provide the requisite « hope » required by the
Vinter ruling268. In 2015, a five-member panel of the ECtHR concurred269.
Hirst and Vinter are part of a broader picture of prisoner rights and criminal justice reform, and thus a question is how the U.K./ECtHR exchanges
have affected that social movement aiming to change the import of incarceration, the parameters of sentences, and the treatment of prisoners. According
to one submission in Hirst, ending disenfranchisement was part of systemic efforts to revise the treatment of people serving long-term sentences. In 2003,
Europe’s Committee of Ministers had called for prisoners to be dealt with in
ways to maximize « individualisation », « normalisation », and « responsibility270 » in the « management of life and long term prisoners271 ».
That proposal grew out of the European Committee on Crime Problems
(CDPC), which had recommended to the Council of Europe that changes were
needed to counteract the « negative effects of long term imprisonment272 ».
The CDPC’s proposals included prisoner voting. The point was to underscore
that, while prisoners lost their liberty, they did not lose « their citizenship273 ».
The idea was that if and when prisoners could reenter the community, they
needed to understand themselves as valued participants. Voting was a means
of getting prisoners to invest in the social order and thereby to make both prisoners and communities safer. The goal was to « approximate as closely as possible the realities of life in the community ». Doing so entailed keeping the
« values of citizenship alive », which were in turn the « basic principles of
democratic government274 ».
Even as Europe became more punitive and sentencing rates rose275, voting
was and is a piece of a story about grappling with the harms of the current expansive structure of criminal justice276. The insistence on prisoner voting is a
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means of calling into question the panoply of deprivations imposed by incarceration. Rather than assuming the entailments of deprivations, the goal of
« normalization » is to put each aspect of liberty-deprivations up for scrutiny.
On this account, the ECtHR has been an important participant in insisting on
reforms. And its activities have not been limited to voting but include a host of
rulings, such as on prison conditions in Italy and access to visitors for those in
solitary and more generally for prisoners as part of the right to family life277.
IV. De-Essentializing Federalism(s)
Having detailed the limits of essentialist approaches and accounted for
the potential of federalism discounts as a form of dialectical federalism leaving room for legal and political exchanges across the dizzying map within and
beyond a federation, I close by underscoring the need to expand the attributes
identified with this political configuration and to open up discussions of its
forms. The three-part schematic provided by Andreas Auer278 – identifying
autonomy, participation, and superposition as the key elements of federalism – requires additions. My account has added another three: deessentializing compentencies to underscore the changing import of rights;
translocal-transnationalism to capture fluid, disaggregated reconfigurations
of political authority across boundaries; and federalism discounts that provide for temporizing accommodations, to acknowledge that the discounts
which federalism begets require revisiting regularly.
I also have used federalism(s) as an umbrella to underscore the dynamic
features within federations and the variations among federated forms. The
diversity of positions taken in the name of federalism, the multiple actors in
federated systems and the range of interactions undermines efforts to impose neat grids to map the interactions. By pluralizing the form, I invite reflection on whether the jurisdictional essentialism and federalism discounts
that I have explored in the context of the United States and Europe are
prominent features of other federated systems, also in need of mediating
mechanisms. Using federalism(s) as the category reflects the variety within
the genre and thereby buffers against essentialist presumptions that federalism per se provides answers to questions about the allocation, the legitimacy, and the justice of power and the shape of individual rights.
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